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Donald 
·J. Farish 
named 
10th 
president 
ofRWU 
BEN WHITMORE J Editor-in-Chief 
Roger Williams University 
announced Donald J. Farish as 
its centh university presidenr 
at an announcement ceremony 
Tuesday in the Global Heritage 
I 
Hall (G~) Atrium. . _ p , 
1'arisft,"'6'B; ·111~ tw lEln f>P@!i- brr _ 
denc of Rowan University in 
New Jersey, will officially rake 
office on July l , succeeding cur-
rent Interim President Ronald 
Champagne. 
Parish's appointment culmi-
nates a mulci-month effort from 
the University Board ofTrustees 
to appoint a university presi-
dent in the wake of former Uni-
versity President Roy Nirschel's 
abrupt resignation last July. 
"I spent the last four or five 
monrhs doing rhe search along 
with 16 other people on rhe 
committee, and I think we 
picked the right guy co do rhe 
right job," said Richard Bready, 
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees. 
After enliscing rhe help of 
third-party search fi rm Aca-
demic Search, Inc. co generate 
a list of interested applicants, 
the Board of Trustees worked 
through the past fall semester 
and inco the spring to whittle 
down the list of candidates to 
three finalists, who were all 
given on-campus interviews, 
according co Bready. 
"I think it was really during 
that campus visit that D on just 
See PRESIDENT, page 2 
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Above: President-Elect Farish a4dresses the audience during the 
March 29 presidential annoucement ceremony , 
Top right: Farish takes the RWU podium for the first time. 
Right: Approximately 250 people crowded the GHH atrium to 
listen to Richard Bready, Chairman of the Board ofT rustees name 
the new president of the university. All photos by MARK Fusco. 
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A few 
words 
with 
Farish 
BEN WHITMORE I Editor-in-Chief 
THE HAWKs' HERALD had the 
opportunity to sit down with 
President-Elect Farish to learn 
more about his goals for the uni-
versity, his philosophies on higher 
education, and his personal back-
ground. The following are tran-
scribed excerpts from this inter-
view. 
ON WHAT EXCITED HIM ABOUT 
COMING HERE: 
First of all, in the president's 
job description that ~he campus 
developed in conjunction with 
the search firm, there are a se-
ries of value statements that are 
made chat I found very compel-
ling. In fact, when I read it I 
See INTERVIEw, page 2 
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PRESIDENT: Farish to take office 
really, really stood out," said 
Denise Jenkins, Vice-Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees and 
Co-Chair of the Presidential 
Search Committee. ·~y of the 
FARISH FACTS 
»Age 68 
» From Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada 
» Immigrated to the U.S. in 
1963 
»Earned Ph.D. in biology 
from Harvard University 
» Authored six biology 
textbooks 
» Served as president of Rowan 
University in Glassboro, N.j. 
for 13 years 
three candidates would have 
done a wonderful job running 
chis university. But the fact of 
the matter is Don seemed like 
the right fit." 
According to Jenkins, both 
the entire presidential search 
committee and the rest of the 
23-member Board of Trustees 
unanimously supported Parish's 
appointment. 
"I think it's a perfect ending to 
a very important and long pro-
cess," Champagne said. '~d 
the way it was done legitimizes 
what came out. In his own mer-
it he is a very good man. The 
search committee did a wonder-
ful job, was very well composed, 
and they did spend a Joe of time 
doing it. 
"I chink the thing that stood 
out most about Farish when 
compared with the other candi-
dates, whom I also worked with, 
is that he's been a presidenc be-
fore for 13 years," Champagne 
said. 
"As a president myself for 14 
years, I'm going to teH you: you 
don't learn how to do that from 
Continued from page 1 
a text book. You learn it by do-
ing it. You can see that in how 
he handles himself and you can 
see that in how he expresses 
himself," Champagne said. 
Ac Tuesday's announcement 
ceremony, Farish addressed a 
crowd of approximately 250 
people, comprised of univer-
sity administrators, faculty, and 
students, Bristol Town Council-
men, and local and state news 
media. Taking the podium 
without notes, Farish said he 
wanted to speak "from the 
heart," explaining that he was 
"deeply honored co be offered 
this position." 
"My personal values and the 
values that I've espoused in my 
previous roles in higher educa-
tion administration are won-
derfuJly mirrored by what is 
happening here at this very fine 
university,'' Farish said. 
"[Selecting a presidential can-
didate] is an investment, a pre-
diction that a campus makes in 
its own future; so I don't come 
to this resting on laurels. I start 
over again with the idea that 
I have to prove myself to this 
campus to prove that I was wor-
thy of your trust. And I will as-
sure all of you that I will spare 
no effort in ensuring that there 
is never a point where you will 
come to regret making me this 
offer. That is my pledge to you," 
Farish said. 
Farish will be joined by his 
wife, Maia, when he moves 
into the Presidential residence 
on Ferry Road, across from the 
university, this summer. 
"It feels so right. This is a won-
derful campus and my husband 
spoke very honestly about mac 
core value system, which is 
what attracted him initially," 
Mrs. Farish said. "It is just criti-
cal to work in an environment 
where your beliefs are not being 
challenged by another set of be-
--
• July Ill 
liefs. It is all seeming to be very 
consistent with who he is, who 
I am, who we are." 
During his speech, Presidenc-
Elect Farish told the 'story o 
the night when he received the 
calJ that he was being selected 
by the presidential search com-
mittee: 
"I was having dinner in a Chi-
nese restaurant with my wife 
just prior to that call. And my 
fortune cookie . . . read 'This 
could be an almost perfect day. 
Enjoy it,"' Farish said, holding 
up the fortune. 
"There's a lor to be done. This 
is a fine, fine institution," Far-
ish said. "My job, first of all, is 
to do no harm, and secondly, to 
ensure as best l can that when 
I leave, which I hope will be 
many years from now, that I 
leave behind an even better in-
stitution than I take on today." ; 
................................................................. ................................................................................ .. .............................................................................................. 
IN-fERVI E\X': THE 1-IA\X'KS' HERALD SITS DO\X'N \\·TITH NEW PRESIDENT 
took my highlighter out ... and 
just underscored them because 
I was struck by it. This campus 
values diversity of people and 
diversity of ideas. It extols the 
virtues of intellectual achieve-
ment. And it expects civic en-
gagement and responsibility. 
And those are things that are 
very close to me in terms of my 
thinking .... 
I was positively impacted by the 
way that so many people spon-
taneously talked about how 
much they loved this campus, 
how much they loved their job, 
how much they appreciate be-
ing here, instead of what you 
see on some campuses: 'Man, 
oh man, another three years, 
six months, and 14 days and I 
can retire.' That's not the way 
people were talking. 
ABOUT HIS DEPARTURE FROM 
ROWAN UNIVERSITY 
Editor's note: As reported by 
Newjerst:]Newsroom.com, Farish 
retired from Rowan University 
one year earlier than was con-
tr.actually planned. As part of the 
contract buyout agreement, Row-
an plans to pay Farish $600, 000 
in two-week installments over the 
course of two years. Farish will re-
tain his position at Rawan as a 
1,,.11-time tenured biolcgy profes-
isor for the 2011-2012 acadernic 
•ear. The university will list him 
as being on sabbatical. Parish's 
early retirement from Rowan was 
the result of reported "petty dis-
agreements" between the Rowan 
board of trustees and him. 
There's nothing in my back-
ground that would come out 
that would ever embarrass this 
institution. I'm making that as 
a declarative statement and I'm 
:Willing to stand by it. lt's not 
there. There is no scandal. 
:The second thing is that this 
campus in the searching pro-
cess did a really thorough job 
of checking out this issue. They 
were very aware of it; I did not 
hide this matter. They talked 
with lots of people ... to satisfy 
them that there was nothing 
that would show up as a major 
character flaw. Roger Williams 
did its due diligence here, and 
while I'm not in a position ro-
day, in the furure yes, bur not 
today, to talk about what led to 
alJ of this, Roger Williams has 
done a thorough job of ensur-
ing that this is not going to end 
up being an embarrassment to 
the institution. 
ON DEPARTMENTALIZED 
UNIVERSITY ACADEMICS 
The longer you stay with peo-
ple companmentalized in these 
silos calJed departments, it's like 
fingers of a glove: the more that 
there's this kind of interesting 
stuff going on in between, no-
body's focusing on ic. So you 
take the glove and you turn it 
into a mitten, ... and some re-
ally interesting things happen. 
And sometime that's how new 
departments begin. They begin 
by a synergy, by a combination 
of existing departmencs. 
My point is the academic orga-
nizational structure is not some-
thfog we should view as perma-
nent, or chiseled in granite .... 
You can take new suucrures and 
create new things out of them. 
We need to be open to those 
opportunities and be aware 
of what it is that are emerging 
fields. 
ON RWU's FINANCIAL 
STRATEGY 
I do want to underscore the 
notion that this university can-
not continue to rely as heavily 
on student tuition to pay such 
a large portion of the educa-
tion. We have to do more to 
raise private money and en-
hance the endowment, [using 
it] as an effective subsidy on the 
Continued from page 1 
cost of education, if not for all 
students, than certainly for the 
students w.µp 41,{e~higblr ,w.~­
torious or who have rea poten-
tial .... Long-term, that's what I 
think should be done. 
ON HOW TO BE.ST MARKET RWU 
It's important that the price 
that Roger Williams charges 
is linked to a perception of a 
quality of product that says, 
'yes, we're getting value for 
our education.' And that's not 
something you can do once 
and say 'now it's done.' You've 
got to continue to reassert that 
and document that in some way 
through data ... so that you can 
say, 'we're a really good campus 
and this is how we know we 
are;' not because we say it about 
ourselves, because anybody can 
do that, but what is it that you 
use to back that up? 
And 1 think to the extent chat 
we can do that successfully, lots 
of things can happen. One is 
that the popularity of the cam-
pus increases, meaning that 
you get more applicants and 
now you can be, if you want, 
more selective in who you ad-
mit; which in turn, sort of like 
a rising ride raises all boats: you 
have better students, you have 
higher graduation rates, you 
have better job place~ent. And 
then at the same time, you can 
start looking at where your real 
successes are and go out into the 
community now and try to at-
tract doJlars. 
ON HIS GOAL OF PROVIDING 
"AFFORDABLE P.XCELLENCE" TO 
llWU.,~ 
My objective would be to say 
we're not going to reduce how 
much money we're spending 
per student on their education; 
we wiJl reduce bow much the 
student pays for that education. 
I know chat as things stand to-
day, we arc not meeting any-
thing like 100 percent of the 
financial needs of the students 
coming here, and that should 
be our goal. It will take a long 
time to get there, but every time 
we add a few more scholarship 
dollars, we are making a differ-
ence in the lives of one or two 
srudencs; and that builds over 
time, and gets us tQ. a point 
where we can bd pretcy proud 
that we're doing well by these 
kids. 
ON HOW TO REACH ms 
"AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE" GOAL 
First of all, we have to have a 
consistent message. We have to 
know who we are. We have to be 
more than the sum of our parts. 
We have to have a campus-wide 
agenda or a shared plan that we 
all buy into. Because if I turn 
around right now and say 'Tell 
me what Roger Williams is,' 'tell 
me what this campus is about,' 
... 'tell me how you differ from 
Bryant,' 'h.ow do you differ 
from Salve Regina?' What is it 
that makes us distinctive and 
would cause someone to say 
'yes, this is where I'm going to 
go to school?' 
And then, once we have a mes-
sage . . . [that] includes more 
than just sloganeering, we're 
showing that we are really 
achieving these, then I think 
we're in a position to go to the 
private sector, the philanthrop-
ic sector, and say 'look, we re 
doing some really wonderful 
things down here and we really 
could use your financial invest-
menr in che campus.' 
kMi.~~~·'P .... " ~ 
money: they invest in the future 
of an institution. 
ON HIS FAMILY ROOTS 
I'm the grandson of Scottish 
immigrants. My grandfather 
was a baker with no particu-
lar future in Scotland, so he 
emigrated, with a sixth grade 
education. My grandfather said, 
'the hell with it, I'm getting out 
of this country where every-
body is /egged into a certain 
class, an I'm going to go ahead 
and sail one way ... and I'm go-
ing to start all over again in a 
brand new country and I'm go-
ing make a good life hopefully 
for my children.' 
And so I was the oldest grand-
child, and I was the first in my 
family to go to college. And it 
was because my grandfather had 
the courage co leave Europe, as 
so many of our grandparents 
did, and start a new life. 
Now my parents didn't have 
very much money, so I went to 
public schools as a commuter 
kid, and l was on scholarship, 
and I put my way through 
school. I was living at home, so 
all J ever had to cover was tu-
ition and books, and I worked 
unloading boxcars in the sum-
mer. So for me, education com-
pletely changed my life. And 
here I am years later; l've had a 
successful career and I'm a col-
lege presidenc. And what I want 
is to make sure that those kinds 
of opportunities are broadly 
available to anybody with intel-
ligence and some ambition. 
()NLINE 
» Read the rest of the 
interview with Farish on 
HAWKSHERALD.COM 
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Yep, it's Lupe ••• 
and Third Eye Blind 
CEN unveils performers 
for April 28 concert 
AMANDA NEWMAN I Managing Editor 
The Campus Entertainment 
Necwork (CEN) officially an-
nounced its co-headlining 
spring concert artists, Grammy 
Award-winning rapper Lupe Fi-
asco and Third Eye Blind, lase 
Friday. 
The artists were revealed - and 
confirmed - at a special release 
party held in che Field House of 
the Recreation Center. 
The CEN Traditions Co-
Chairs, seniors Dan Shea and 
John Walsh, said they were par-
ticularly pleased with che feed-
back from the campus. 
"We've felt an outpouring 
for a hip-hop artist, especially 
after this year's fall concert. 
We wanted someone who was 
corning into their prime, was a 
1 greac bargain, and who would 
perform a fulfilling show," Shea 
said. 
"And we found Lupe Fiasco, 
who was a steal. He's got a big 
fan base, is a Grammy Award 
winner, and he just released his 
new CD, LASERS," Walsh said. 
"Now it's out, and che timing 
worked out really well .since.the 
album came out a month and a 
.half before we're expecting Lupe 
on campus," Shea said. The pair 
said chey based their decision 
on the results of surveys that 
polled the srudem body about 
their preference of genres. 
Shea and Walsh said they had 
a "cough time" trying to find 
someone to accompany Lupe as 
a performer because they were 
seeking to make the ultimate 
concert experience for students. 
"We were looking for a combi-
nation that would be different, 
but mesh together in a way that 
wasn't too out of the box," Shea 
said. "ll1cn we found Third Eye 
Blind." 
CEN decided co make it a co-
headlining show- the fuse show 
of its kind co take place during 
the duo's time at RWU - credit-
ing the fact chat they were able 
to book two big artists. 
"We wane to make it dear that 
there is no or.ener for the show," 
Walsh said. 'Both artists are re-
served the same amount of stage 
time. We think that together, 
Lupe and Third Eye Blind will 
make for a high-energy concen 
and make the crowd go insane." 
The release party, where CEN 
officially announced the art-
ist, started at 8 p.m. and con-
cluded at around 9: 15 p.m. A 
projector screen displayed a live 
45-minute countdown, ricking 
down the minutes until the big 
reveal, while local band Mix-
tape performed for the crowd. 
When the counter did finally 
hie zero, students were created 
to a 15-second video message 
shout-out from Lupe himself 
encouraging scudents to attend 
the concert. 
"Be. there or be square," Fiasco 
said. 
Following Lupe's video, a slide 
came up revealing the co-head-
liner, Third Eye Blind, as their 
hit song "Semi-Charmed Life" 
played in the background. The 
release party was also the first of 
its kind, though it is something 
which has "been on the board 
for a while," according co Shea. 
Shea and Walsh said they felt 
the release party was a suc-
cess, given the fact that Lupe 
Fiasco had been leaked just 
before sprin~ break. "Once it's 
out there, its out there," Shea 
said. "But we still had an ace 
up our sleeve, and felt that the 
unreleased name would be well-
received." · 
All in all, all-inclusive concert 
expenses-irlcluding security, T-
shirts, and the artists-totaled 
around $ I 00,000, which is 
right on track with the amount 
thar CEN has spent on concerts 
in the past, according to Shea. 
CEN is anticipating record 
attendance for the show. Based 
on trends from other campuses 
who also booked Fiasco, the 
show is expected co sell out, 
according to Walsh. "[Ticket] 
sales are definitely going to be 
interesting," WaJsh said. 
Only l,500 tickets will be go-
ing on sale at 11 a.m. on April 
11. Tickets are exclusive to cur-
rent RWU students only. The 
concert will take place on April 
28 in rhe Field House; doors 
will open at 7:30 p.m. for the 8 
p.m. show. 
Shea said chat CEN is plan-
ning co update their Twitter, 
as well as the event's Facebook 
page, with remaining ticket 
counts once they go on sale. 
Based upon the positive re-
actions, Shea and Walsh said 
they ·&m"~
about the show. "We're all re-
ally excited by the outpour of 
support that has been received 
so far," Shea said. "We think it's 
going to be a great way to start 
lsprinR) weekend." 
Third Eye Blind is a Billboard 
Music Award-winning artist 
and was nominated for two 
American Music Awards in 
1998. 
Fiasco ha~ been nominated 
eight times for a Grammy 
Award, one of which he won irl 
2008. 
Lu.pe Fiasco addressed RWU in his 15-second video shout-out during the CEN concert release 
party last Friday night. 
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Google snubs city that named itself 
Google 
"In an effort to woo a Google high-sreed inter-
net project, the Kansas capital of Topeka last year 
changed its name to Google, Kansas, for a month. 
Like, actually changed it. By a vote of the City 
Council. 
Apparently that wasn't enough. The search giant 
on Wednesday announced it had chosen Topeka's 
blandly namea neighbor -- Kansas City, Kansas --
as the winner of its contest. That city, just 60 miles 
to the east of Topeka, soon will get some of the 
fastest internet connections in the country." 
-CNN com 
Japan earthquake impact hits U.S. 
auto plants 
"Japan's deadly earthquake and tsunami have cre-
ated problems for the global auto industry that are 
expected to peak here m the U.S. within the next 
few weeks, analysts say. 
The biggest problem is a lack of key parts sourced 
from Japan. 
'The issue of .rotential supply shortage is a top 
global Qriority, Morgan Stahley said m a recent 
report. 'Even a missing $5 part can stop an assem-
bfy line."' 
-CNN com 
to cut oil imports 
"President Barack Obama outlined a plan 
Wednesday to cut America's imports of foreign oil 
by a third by 2025 -- a response to growing global 
energy demands and instability overseas. 
The P,resident's proposal relies primarily on in-
creaseCl domestic production, conservatton, and a 
shift to biofuels and natural gas." 
-CNN.com 
CIA feelers in Libya; rebels 
lose lots of ground 
,. 
''As word surfaced Wednesday that President 
Barack Obama had authorized CIA OP,erations in 
Libya, and that the ~ency was using clandestine 
operatives to gather intel for airstrikes, the rebels 
los~ ground and pleaded for heavier bombardment 
of Moammar Gadhafi's· troops." 
-msnbc. msn. com 
Stocks end day up, 
helped by good job news 
"Telecommunications companies led a broad 
stock rally Wednesday following a report that pri-
vate companies are continuing to add workers. 
All ten sectors of the benchmark Standard & 
Poor's 500 index rose. AT&T Inc. led the 30 stocks 
rhat make up the Dow lones industrial average 
with a 2.2 percent gain.' 
-msnbc. msn. com 
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ITDil~it&J.Il cillfillcemnnrmi&J.: the lowdown on downloads 
ILLUSTRATION: MARK Fusco 
NICHOLLE BUCKLEY I Herald Reporter 
They say sharing is caring, but 
when does sharing blur with 
stealing? 
Roger Williams Universicy is 
taking every necessary step to 
srop illegal music downloading 
from happening on campus. 
The Information Technology 
(IT) Networking Group blocks 
peel' uaffic in multiple places 
on the network so that the rate 
of illegal downloading is zero. 
Suzanne Barnes, the Chief In-
formation Officer (CIO), ex-
plained how she works with the 
data center, the servers, and the 
network 
"We don't specifically monitor 
w)lat anyone does on the Inter-
net, we just try to make the In-
ternet as safe as we possibly can 
so chat there's no need to moni-
tor it. We have put safeguards 
in place so that illegal music 
downloading can't happen. We 
believe that is it not happen-
ing, and we, would hope that it 
is not happening, because the 
penalties are extremely stiff if 
someone is found doing that," 
Barnes said. 
The universiry takes illegal 
downloading so seriously, in 
fact, that che RWU Student 
Handbook has an entire sec-
tion regarding downloads. The 
Handbook states that "Down-
loading and sharing MP3 files 
of music, videos, and games 
without permission of the 
copyright owner" is an example 
of copyright infringement. The 
Recording Industry Association 
of America (RIAA) finds illegal 
usage by cracking· people who 
share files. For anyone who is 
caught, the penalties are signifi-
cant, and in recent years, large 
fines have been pressed againsc 
those found guilty. According 
to a report by the Institute for 
Policy Innovation, $12.5 bil-
lion is lost each year from illegal 
music downloading across the 
world. The earliest file shar-
ing website, Napster, was shut 
down in 2001 after being sued 
by Metallica, Dr. Dre, and mul-
tiple anti-piracy firms. "We do 
everything ~at we can co pro-
vide safe and secure service for 
the scudents. If there was some-
thing that the recording indus-
try noticed, they would go after 
the person," Barnes said. People 
;;ue paying thousand in penal-
ties and fines over just a few sto-
len songs. 
One RWU freshman said she 
has been illegally downloading 
music since she got her first iPod 
at age 12. "At home, I always 
used Limewire, but our school 
blocks it, so when I come here, I 
use Youtube to MP3 converting 
websites. There's so many; [you 
can] . . . Google it." Another 
freshman reported doing the 
same. "I oopy and paste a You-
rube URL into the MP3 web-
site, download it, and then put 
it into iTunes. Jus't find a high 
quality YouTube video," she 
said. The Student- Handbook 
also states that "US Copyright 
Law allows you to create MP3s · 
only for the songs to which you 
already have rights; that usually 
means you purchased the CD 
or tape. And US Copyright Law 
allows you to make a copy of a 
purchased file only for your per-
sonal t.ise. Personal use does not 
mean that you can give a copy 
to other people, or sell a copy 
of it." 
Barnes highly suggests that stu-
dents follow the rules and just 
pay for their songs, "because if 
you do get caught, there are so 
many ways that your life will be 
negatively affected. We're being 
as· responsible as we can and do-
ing our best to make it safe for 
everyone and easy for everyone 
co follow the right rules." 
No 9o ·Orl 0:HBO: channel. is 9oae,.fos 
LAUR~N TIERNEY J Herald Reporter 
The ~esults ar~ in-and they 
aren't looking good. 
Following the review of results 
from the Student Senate HBO 
survey, che Student Senate has 
opted noc to bring HBO back 
to Roger Williams University. 
It was decided that there was 
not a strong enough desire to 
see the channel put back on 
campus cable. At the start of the 
spring semester, Student Senate 
proposed an initiative, led by 
Vice President Nick Tsimortos, 
to see if students wanted HBO 
to return to campus. Senace 
compiled a six-question sur-
vey for students ro fill out. The 
su_rvey asked whether stiidents 
watched HBO, wanted che net-
work to return, and whether 
they would be willing, to see a 
small increase in tuition if it 
were to return. The feedback 
was "one of the strongest yet for 
a Student Senate survey," Tsi-
mortos said. 
A total of 464 students replied 
to the survey. While this seems 
like a small amount compared 
to the 4,0Q0-5,000 under-
graduates that attend RWU, 
it is almost double the average 
number of250 replies for simi-
lar campus surveys. The major-
ity of the surveys stated that 
they would watch four to five 
hours of HBO a week, and that 
the average number of shows 
watched were between one and 
three. According to the survey, 
the presence of HBO is very im-
portant to students, but 33.2% 
of survey takers wouldn't put it 
in thektop three most-w~tched 
channels. 
Tsimortos met with John 
King, Vice President of Student 
Affairs, ro discuss the results. 
King felt there was not a strong 
enough response to warrant the 
expense: of HBO on campus. 
"I think if we had about 10% 
more of the campus respond to 
the survey, we would have had a 
stronger case. People were sur-
prised we fought so hard for it, 
but we wanted to get it back for 
the students," Tsirnortos said. 
The issue arose in the fall, 
when students returned to cam-
pus to find HBO eliminated 
from their channel choices. 
Following discussions between 
the Housing Department, the 
Department of Student Affairs, 
and the Senior Vice President 
of Finance and Administration, 
Jerome Williams, ir was deter-
mined char HBO was removed 
in order to keep down the cost 
of tuition and room and board. 
This allowed for imp10vements 
to the bandwidth of the cam-
pus's Imernet without raising 
;~ 
~ 
~ 
the s tudents' costs. HBO was 
costing the university $72,000 
a year. 
Once again, students will have 
to live without HBO in their 
channel selection. In an effort 
to provide more entertainment 
on <?-mpus, Tsimortos said 
there was a possibility that there 
could be an addition' of a Red-
box or a similar service on cam-
pus in the near future. The goal 
would be to have one on north 
campus and south campus, 
both of which would be open to 
all students and' would allow the 
option of renting movies with-
out having to leave the campus. 
... 
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The current rwu.edu website is soon to be redone and updated into 
a more interactive, user-friendly site. 
New RWU website to be unveiled 
CLARA MOSES I Herald Reporter said Judi Johnson, Assistant The only resemblance the up-
Roger Williams Universiry's Vice President of University dated website will bear to its 
website, www.rwu.edu, is cur- Communications. predecessor is color - blue and 
rently being redesigned and is Prospective students' opinions gold, of course. 
set to be ready for launch some- of the website are very impor- "We're still going rhe Roger 
rime this August. cant ro the universiry from a Williams brand," Pereira said. 
One of the major reasons the recruitment standpoint. John- The premiering of the website 
site is being redone is because son acknowledged this when will be a "phase launch," ac-
it's not interactive at all. explaining why the university cording to Pereira. 
Steven Pereira, Director of decided to do a redesign. "Phase A is going to be to 
Web Services, explained the "There are two angles to it. completely redesign and launch 
current site's downfaJls by say- There's the technical side of why the site, concentrating on che 
ing that what it can't do is basi- it needed to be redone ... and expected audience," Pereira 
cally "anything you know that is then there's the marketing side," said. 
cool or useful on the web," such Johnson said. The next and final phase will 
as embedding video. Because of this, a lot of back- be more focused on advancing 
This might be explained by the ground information and data how the universiry's administra-
fact that the universiry is using are going into the plan for the tion and academic depanments 
;i._websi~\:: dw vy_cm live. alrn.Qg web.iilc...,&wr~o~ ~--
four years ago, which means sev~thOUSand surveys asking ue m ~ngduCfn'"t'li"eTn-
thar rhe process of cr~ting it for opinions on cbe current site terim," Pereira said. 
started another two years before were sent out co prospective stu- Despite the fact that changes 
that. In the current ever-chang- dents. can't be made to the current 
ing world of the Internet, most When asked what abouc the template, the current rwu.edu 
websites are usually updated website is actually going to home page is updated as much 
~~ch more frequently. change, both Per~ira and John- as possible in an attem~c ro 
[The website] cant do very son answered with one word: keep those currently associated 
much that students and pro- everything. The technology, . with the university happy and 
spective students have come to function, and navigation will all up-to-date while also attracting 
expect of websites these days," change, as well as the look. new students. 
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University racks 'eill up 
New bike racks to replace old ones 
BEN WHITMORE I Editor-in-Chief 
The facilities department 
installed 20 new bike racks 
throughout campus last week, 
replacing many of the old racks 
plagued with rust. 
Roger Williams Univcrsiry 
received the new racks as a do-
nation on behalf of The Provi-
dence Foundation, an urban 
development organization, of 
which RWU is a member. 
Recently, RWU was notified 
of the opportunity to receive a 
number of racks on behalf of 
The Providence Foundation, 
according ro Peter Wilbur, Di-
rector of Planning and Project 
Management for RWU. . 
Though RWU received the 
racks at no cost, the university 
was responsible for financing 
their installation, Wilbrn said. 
The new racks replaced only 
the oldest and most rusted 
spiral-style racks, according to 
Scott Yonan, Assistant to Vice 
PresidentofScudentAffairsand 
the Director of Special Projects. 
The removed blue and gold 
racks have been donated to the 
town of Bristol, Yonan said. 
Unlike their . predecessors, 
which held up to five bicycles, 
the new, smaller black racks 
hold only two bikes. 
Councer-intuirively, however, 
installing new bike racks on 
campus will not lead to great 
reductions in RWU's carbon 
footprint, Yonan said. 
"Riding bikes replaces walk-
ing. Most people riding bikes, 
from what I've seen, aren't rid-
ing into Bristol, so it's not like 
riding a bicycle is replacing a 
car," Yonan said. "I mean, some 
do, but I'd say rhe majoriry of 
the bikes l see on campus tend 
to be people riding from the 
south end of campus to the 
north end of campus. 
"Of course we want to en-
courage people to ride bikes. It's 
healthy, it's not bad for the en-
vironment; it's wonderful. But 
as far as its effect on our carbon 
footprint goes, it's negligible." 
BEN WHITMORE 
The new bike racks will ~la.ce the old, rusted, blue-and-gold 
spiral racks, which willbe donated to the town of Bristol 
March makes RWUhungry to ~lp 
NKHOLLE BUCKLEY I Herald Reporter 
The month of March may be 
corning to a dose, but students 
can still march for hunger. 
about food production. 
Students are strongly encour-
aged co visit the Bristol Good 
Neighbors Soup Kitchen and 
Food Pantry and be aware of 
displays around campus. Next 
week, the Food Stamp Chal-
lenge ends and more displays 
will be visible in the Recreation 
Center, Upper Commons, and 
outside the Feinstein Center, in 
preparation for the next event, 
dubbed Swipe Away Hunger. 
F amo u s 
A lb ee 
p l a ywrigh t E dw ard 
c omin g to camp u s 
The Feinstein Center is host-
ing the 2011 March For Hun-
ger, which began on March 
21 and runs until April 15. 
The program, whose goal is to 
spread hunger awareness, start-
ed with a can-collecting com-
petition and will conclude with 
the third annual Oxfam Hun-
ger Banquet. 
Natalie Brough, a freshman 
who works in the Feinstein 
Center, is very excited to be a 
pan of this event. "The whole 
theme is to learn about differ-
ent societies and how they eat 
differently," Brough said. "A 
meal here would be way differ-
ent than a dinner in Africa." 
The second week of the march 
kicks off with the second Annu-
al Food Stamp Challenge. Aho 
running throughout this whole 
week is a plate-scraping test and 
waste weighing initiative in the 
Upper Commons. Addition-
ally, the Feinstein Center will 
be screening "'Ille I lunger Sea-
son," which is a documentary 
"The Swipe Away Hunger 
[event] stares Friday, April 8. 
All the money and donations 
we earn will go towards Bristol 
food pantries. Towards the end 
of the march, students can look 
forward to a low carbon diet 
day, which will be held in both 
Upper and Lower Commons," 
Brough said. 
Brough said her work with the 
Feins.cein Center has helped to 
make her more aware and pas-
sionate about the issue. 
'Tm really excited about this 
event. I've learned a lot and I 
think every student needs to 
be more informed and aware 
about hunger issues around the 1 
world," Brough said. 
CLARA MOSES I Herald Reporter 
Renowned playwright Edward 
Albee is coming co speak at 
Roger Williams Universiry on 
Sunday as a part of this year's 
civil discourse distinguished 
lecttlfe series. 
The writer is best known for 
his play WHo's AFRAID OF VIR-
GINIA WOOLF? Albee has re-
ceived many awards, including 
three Pulitzer Prizes and a Spe-
cial Tony Award for Liferime 
Achievemenc. 
"He really is a major Ameri-
can writer," said Jeffery Marcin, 
Ph.D., Chair of the Depart-
ment of Performing Arts and 
Professor of Theatre. "We're 
lucky to have him." 
Although Albee's writing ca-
reer is surdy impressive, he has 
concurred much in his personal 
life as well. This is appropriate,' 
considering the cheme of this 
year's lecture series is "Artists 
and Writers ac Risk." 
Albee had a consistently rocky 
~ 
relationship with his adoptive . 
parents, who were wealthy and 
wanted him to enter a more 
business-oriented life and dis-
approved of his homosexualiry. 
"They weren't very happy, I 
think, with a child who wanted 
to be an artist, wanted to be a 
writer, and was gay," Martin 
said ofAlbee's parents. 
These real-life themes can also 
be seen throughout many of his 
plays, which are full of relation-
ship turmoil, from parenting to 
alcoholism. 
Albee finished his first play, 
THE Zoo STORY, when he was 
30-years-old. WHo's AFRAID OF 
VIRGINIA WooLF? won a Tony 
in 1962, and though Albee be-
came less popular with the pub-
lic over time, he made a come-
back in 1994 with THREE TALL 
WOMEN. 
Another recent popular play 
he wrote, THE PLAY ABouT 
THE BABY, which premiered in 
1998, was performed at RWU 
last summer. 
"We had a lot of students who 
worked on it," said Martin, who 
directed the play. 
Vivienne Carrene, an RWU 
junior, played the pan of Girl 
and is excited for Albee's ap-
pearance. 
"Many students in the theatre 
depanmenc have been counting 
the days till Albee's appearance. 
I also wouldn't doubt that those 
in the writing depatrment are 
excited about this opportuniry," 
Carrerce said. 
"I hope people will go out 
and hear him," Martin said. 
"His plays are well crafted on 
the level of theater and on the 
level of language, and he creates 
wonderful parts." 
Albee also fies in nicely with 
the speakers that have already 
come to campus this academic 
year: Taslima Nasrin, a Paki-
stani author, Mallika Sarabhai, 
an Indian activist and per-
formc.r, and Robert Quinn, the 
founding Executive Director of 
the Scholars at Risk Network. 
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lldo lm•'s , .. turn i1 S4D,118 blullyleft i1 resllnnl 
DARIELLE TERRY I Herald Reporter 
Bristol recently made headlines 
following a surprising event 
that took place in local mexican 
restaurant, Nacho Mamma's. 
The owner, Mike Siino, found 
a bag containing over $20,000 
and an engagement ring valued 
at another $20,000. Siino says 
he never even considered keep-
ing the bag for himself 
"I knew that it was someone's 
money, it was $20,000, it wasn't 
a little amount of money by any 
chance," Siino said. 
The bag was left in Nacho 
Mamma's around 1 p.m. in the 
afternoon. Around 4 p.m., a 
young girl informed Siino that 
she had found a white Mohegan 
Sun bag in one of the booths. 
She had no idea what was inside 
of the bag. 
"I went and put it behind the 
register, where we put lost and 
found items, and around 7:30-8 
p.m. that Friday night, I looked 
in it, and there was a box with 
an engagement ring and a re-
ceipt for $20,000, and there 
was $20,000 cash in the bottom 
of the bag," Siino said. 
Nacho Mamma's lost and 
found has never had something 
so valuable in it. The bag sat in 
the restaurant for hours before 
anyone even knew it was there. 
Siino immediately called the 
police to report the bag upon 
discovery. 
"It was pretty crazy, so we 
called the cops, and the cops 
didn't know what to do. They 
were looking for the guy, trying 
to get him on the receipt," Siino 
saicl 
restaurant? And I said well yeah, 
you left twenty grand. I was re-
ally astonished," Siino said. 
The man who lost the 
bag did not get his money back 
that night. His bag was being 
He's a 31-year-old black jack 
player, a professional," Siino ex-
plained. 
The bag owner's profession 
explains why he was carrying 
around so much cash. He had 
MARK Fusco 
Mike Siine, owner of Mexican restaurant Nacho Mamma's, found $40, 000 of money and jewlery 
left at one of his tables. Rather than pocketing the loot, Siino reported the find to Bristol police. 
While the Bristol Police were 
looking for the person who left 
the bag behind, Nacho Mam-
ma's received a phone call right 
before they were about to close 
for the night. 
"He said, is there any chance 
that I left something at your 
held by the Bristol Police, who 
needed to conduct an investiga-
tion first. Bristol PD had to de-
termine if the money was legal 
before they could return the lost 
items. 
"They did their background 
checks; everything was legal. 
just gotten back from a tourna-
ment. The money was wrapped 
in Mohegan Sun straps, but 
Siino still could not be sure that 
the money was legal. 
"I didn't know if was drug 
money. I could have gotten shot 
rolling a burrito for a Roger 
·dges to Bristol 
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Williams student, you know," 
Siino said. 
However, since the money 
was legal, and it was returned 
to its rightful owner, Siino does 
not have to worry about being 
involved with drug money. In-
stead, he was given a reward for 
making the right choice. The 
man who lost the money gave 
Siino $1,000 in cash. 
"He handed me the envelope 
wi rh the cash, and faid that he 
was very embarrassed about it, 
and the other thing was that, 
foe his safety, he diCln't want to 
give up his name," Siino said. 
The professional gambler 
chose to keep his privacy and 
remain anonymous. Consider-
ing the amount of time the bag 
was left unattended, he was very 
lucky to have his belongings re-
turned to him. 
''Anybody could have come 
in here, eaten, looked at it, and 
said see you later! Bue it just sat 
here for hours," Siino said. 
This is a very unusual event to 
take place in here in Bri~tol and 
a very unlikely event for Nacho 
Mamma's owner. 
"You would be surprised how 
many people have come up 
to me and said, man you're a 
dumbass, you should have kept 
that money," Siino said. "It's a 
crazy story and it's just brought 
a lot of positive things to the 
restaurant, and there are a lot of 
other positive things to come." 
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Loo·k no further than at-GOLD MEDAL BAKERY! 
Work lots of hours during the summer and make lots of money for the following school year! 
Earn TOP $$$ as a Machine Operator or Shipper 
~ Earn $14. 55/hr after training 
,. PLUS $1. 00/hr shift differential 
);- PLUS - Work only 3 days.per week 
(10·12 hour shifts· M~ be ~ble to ~!Vghts/weekends/llolldays) 
> PLUS - Opportun,tty for $1)500~,seholar5hfp 
,. Possible internship after completing 1 summer 
,. Opportunity to qualify for end-of-summer 
bonus. (Average bonus is~) 
> 
To apply, complete Application #1 at www. oldmedalbaker 
or apply in person at 21 Penn St. Fall River, 1\ilA 02724 
A n Offer 1f'"'t1ti Can't Refuse 
Tuesdays 'f!t"e college night 
at .Leo~s Ristorante 
$8 Never Tasted so good 
Meal inclues: 
Salad & Garlic Bread 
& 
Pasta with your choice of: 
Meatballs 
Chicken or Eggplant Parmesan 
~ "4-"~ 
~~~~~ 
i' ~~(JI 
Leo's 
Ristorante 
365HopeSt. 
Bristol, RI 02809 
~ ­~~~~ 
%· ~ ?~~~A 
·~ 
• 
THE BRYANT 
G RADUATE PROGR A MS 
The Bryant University Graduate School of pusirip.s prepares students for success in their 
chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni community that 
includes industry leaders across the country and around the world. 
THE BRYANT MBA O NE· YEAR PROGRAM 
Full-time, day program for all majors 
• No professional experience necessary 
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive job market 
• Gain hands-on experience with the Business Practicum 
Tm: BRYANT MBA TwO-YEAB P ROGRAM 
Part-time, evening program for professionals from any field 
• Develop high-level business skills for long-term career success 
• Enter and progress through the program with a supportive team 
• Build your network while enhancing your resume 
THE B RYANT MASTER Of P ROFESSIONAL A CCOUNTANCY (MPAC) 
Full-time, day program for accounting majors 
• Meets the :r50 hour requirement for CPA licensure 
• Complet e in Summer/Fall, Stlmmer/Summer, Fall/Spring or Spring/Summer 
• Tax concentration available with Summer/Fall or Summer/Summer plan 
THE BRYANT MASTER OF S CIENCE IN TAXATION (M ST) 
Part-time, evening program for tax professionals 
• Build an expertise in all areas of taxation 
• Network with tax executives and industry professionals 
• Flexible scheduling options 
LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT BRYANT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL H AS TO OFFER 
www.bryant.edu/gradschool • 401-232-6230 
GaAtJC>;fl SC1100L ot 8USINl~ ... 
• 1150 Dnuglas Pike 
Sini1hfidd. Rhode ltl.tnd o:y1; • AACS8 AC'C-l!(t'T1D 
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RWUstudent 
and alum open 
hookah bar, 
realize mutual 
dream of 
bringing Middle 
Eastern pastime 
to Bristol 
Rami ]enblat, co-uwner of hookah bar My Shisha Cafe, says they don't care about cost, just customers. 
ALANNA CONN I Herald Reporter business plan began .a couple of they signed a five-year lease Five months, innumerable trips 
S ft d l.gh d th c . years ago on a trip Jarce made and moved in. The subsequent to Lowe's, hammered thumbs, o re 1 ts an e 1amt . . . . . . 
11 f b . 1 . th to his home country o Gambia. stages - from acqumng a permn and a couple of all-mghters sme o urnmg coa s give e "I h c h fi . c th · I M Sh"Sh c-cf.. 
__ c, . f h . d . went ome 1or t e rst time xrom e rown to constructing acer, y 1 a are was com-(;il{e an au o azmess, espue . 10 rythin h d th , . . I 1 · · c l th b f al k m years - eve g a e restaurants mtenor - were p ete. ts mtenor 1eatures a arge ea sence o any acru smo e. h ed ch. 1 . th · ·fi I diffi ul · b · B I f 1. th b Ara c ang so mu . go ere, s1gm cant y more c t. seating area, a ar, a pnvate sec-ow s o sugar me e ar, - d bod . Kn . th h d · thr fl .,..,. r d 
b. . h. cl h h th an every y m my age group owmg e town a pro- uon, ee at screen 1 vs an 1c music w ts es t roug e d littl ·b. Id · h.b. d c th b · · · 
eak d n will· an a e It o er were JUSt, 1 ice a 1ew o er usmess- an au venu-sp ers an !'.Oger 1ams kn kin h kah ,, fi · h kah b J (h 
U · e · · Ram. J bl t you ow, smo g oo s, men rom operung oo ars ator ence mv rs1 semor 1 en a . " . . 
ks hty kah '·th d bl ' Jagne said. They were hang- m Bnsrol, Jagne and Jenblat the lack of pac a oo w1 ou e ap- . th b h. ·th th · d h I c fi h 
l n d b Hi b . mg out on e eac w1 eu prepare c emse ves 1or g t. s t a g n a n t p e-navore to acco. s usi- h kahs th . .d " Th h d Th d d ok ) I 
ness artner Ard Ja e stands oo at eu si es. ey researc e . ey a~en e s~ e . rs 
b .: P h. ' li . y bgn ' d A year later, when Jagne went nearly every town council meet- decor - cam-eside 1m, s cmg ananas an . E h · c h Th 1 · · 
b . c , on vacation to gypt, e once mg 1or seven mom s. ey e pamungs, straw err1es 1or tomorrows . . . . 
thies As th k ~n took nonce of, and rel- tapped their RWU connecnons elaborate or-smoo . ey remar on . d h kah ki ' th Alth gh h f · h ts e , oo smo ngs popu- to e cown. ou cac o namenrs, nc 
larity. these efforts certainly contribur- earth tones, 
ers," Jenblat said. 
And their customers seem co 
be taking note. 
"I have people telling me it's 
the best hookah they've ever 
smoked," Jenblat said. 
Ashley Thompson, an RWU 
"I knew there ed, Jagne and Jenblar said they and the re-
were a couple still don't quite understand why suiting Mid-
hookah bars in the town finally approved their die Eastern 
Rhode Island, plans. atmosphere 
but it wasn't in "They were, like, happy or - perfectly RWU students experience hookah at My Shisha Cafe. 
the same sense something that day," Jenblac c o m p I e -
as they had said. ments the 
back home or "Yeah, they ace their breakfast restaurant's menu. 
~ 
"' 
Co-ownders of My Shisha Cafe, Rami ]enblat 
and Ardy ]agne pose in front of some of their 
hookahs. 
in Egypt," Jagne that morning. They hadn't for The food menu, which Jagne 
said. "There, seven months, but they ate their and Jenblat continually add 
hookahs are a breakfast that morning," Jagne co, currently consists of hum-
social network- added. mus, grape leaves, and desserts. 
ing thing... I In reality, however, Jagne attri- Drinks range from fruit smooth-
was like, 'I need bures their success to pcrsever- ies to tea to soda. Though the 
to oeen a hookah ance. primary feature of the menu, of 
bar.' "I think it was the willingness course, is hookah flavors. 
the quality of the ingredients, 
hint at their secret recipes, and 
tease each other about their 
bright bf ae aprons, their excite-
ment is palpable. 
And their excitement is war-
ranted. Jagne, an RWU alum-
nus, and Jenbalt opened My 
ShiSha Cafe on March 13. 
Though the grand opening is 
scheduled for April l , the initial 
Jenblat, who'd to go that extra mile ..•. They Hookah flavors include straw-
grown up around hookahs in looked at us, and they saw two berry, vanilla, mine, and grape, 
Syria, agreed with his friend. young men crying to do some- among others. In an effort co 
So, with money from their own thing different, trying to make offer the best quality to their 
pockets, and a litde help from a difference," Jagne said. customers, Jagne and Jenblat 
family and friends (at least in After securing their permit, import most of the flavors from 
the financial sense), the two che pair not only began design- countries such as Saudi Arabia, 
went into business. ing, but also constructing, the Syria, and Dubai. Similarly, the 
The fir~t step - finding a loca- restaurant. From the golden hookahs themselves were made 
tion - was simple. After scout- tassels on the bar to the black in Egypt. 
ing a modest building next co upholstery on the chairs, Jagne "We don't care about-the cost, 
Bristol Mart on Wood Street, andJenblac did it all themselves. we just care about the custom-
sophomore, said she appreciates 
more than just the hookahs. 
"It has such a nice atmosphere! 
l11e owners cook the time to sit 
down and talk with us. I defi-
nitely recommend it." 
In spite of their high-quality 
product, Jagne and Jenblat are 
confident My ShiSha Cafe will 
break even more quickly than 
other new businesses. Though 
weekdays are occasionally slow, 
they've been busy on weekends, 
and have attracted both RWU 
students and Bristol locals, they 
said. 
Currently, Jagne and Jenblat 
handle most of the bar's opera-
tions themselves, but they ex-
pect to hire a small staff in the 
near future. 
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For some, romance 15 a c/1Ck away 
MICHELLE LEE I Herald Reporter 
For many, finding that spe-
cial someone can be easily ac-
c0mplished with a few clicks of 
one's mouse. 
There are many negative ste-
reotypes that go along with on-
line daring, hue for one Roger 
Williams Univer,;Sity sopho-
more, who wishes to remain 
anonymous, her online dating 
experience has been positive, so 
far. 
"I decided to use an online 
dating website half as a joke 
and half seriously," she said. "I 
had been single for about five 
months and wanted a serious 
relationship. I feel like I know 
a large number of guys at RWU 
and a lot are either in relation-
ships or looking for drunken 
hookups, which can be fun, but 
in the end is so empty." 
·With many onllne dating sites 
to choose from, there is seem-
ingly one for everyone, with 
sites that appeal to nearly any-
one's race, sexual orientation, or 
religion. 
So how do you know which is 
the right for you? 
The RWU student, who uses 
the dating site Plentyoffish .. 
com, chose that site over the 
others because of the public-
ity it had in Lady .Gaga's mu-
sic video "Telephone" and also 
in Britney Spears's· "Hold ic 
~ainst Me" video. 
'I felt like this gave it a posi-
tive reputation and seemed reli-
able," she said: 
According to Computer 
World, the United States gener-
ated $957 million in revenue in 
2008 from online dating servic-
es and projects that the online 
dating market will increase to 
$932 million by this year. 
"[Plentyoffish] is one of the 
few dating websites that is free 
because I didn't feel like paying 
$30 a month on eHarmony or 
Match[.cotn] ." 
In an article titled "Shocking 
Online Dating Statistics" on 
the website Zimvi.com, one out 
of l 0 sex offenders use online 
dating to meet people. 
"People assume that everyone 
See DATE, Page 12 
HOWABOlITWE.COM 
"Howaboutwe.com" is a new dating site offered to all ages and takes on an alternative style to dating. 
CAKE OFF ZOll 
A.PRIL ZND FROM · 1·3 PM 
ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY 
RECREATIONAL CENTER 
~;-~ 
~ 
fuVJWihe~~11' 
~ ·r11c 
.,,. l1 Jinuny Fund 
,,. (},,\ NA•l'AIHH:R C:.\ '~Cl.'K INSTll1HI-' 
DONATIONS TO THE JIMMY FUND CAN .BE MADE 
IN CASH OR CHECK DAY OF THE EVENT 
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Costa with Calling All Crows founders, Chad Urmston and Sybil in 
California. 
Flyi1g llilll Cro•s 
Student gives back 
over spring break 
KATLYN PROCTOR I Features Editor 
An oasis of temptation with 
its constantly sunny weather 
and mid-70 degree tempera-
ture, vacationing in California 
for spring break would be a 
dream for many. And it was, 
for one lucky Roger Williams 
University student; but instead 
of lounging oil the beach and 
driving by the Hollywood man-
sions of the rich and famous, 
senior Brian Costa was in an of-
fice, rearranging furniture and 
sorting through piles and piles 
of women's clothing. 
tional, Costa said he was for-
tunate enough to meet a group 
called Woman of Zimbabwe 
Arise (WOZA), who is current-
ly still fighting for their coun-
tiy' s women's rights, since scant 
rights for women currently exist 
there. 
"They told us straight to our 
faces that if they go back they 
will be arrC$ted, beaten, or 
killed. They just want us to car-
ry out their message and help 
them out," Costa said. 
EAST COAST PROJECTS 
Here on the East Coast, Costa 
DONATING, NOT 
SPENDING 
has participated in other service 
projects, including a donation 
------------ that went to-
Instead of 
s pending 
money, Costa 
was donating 
it. A long-time 
"It's good to have that 
emotional stuff, especially 
since none of that is on 
ward women 
in Sudan. 
Currently, 
Costa's latest 
service proj-
volunteer for the news." 
the non-profit 
organization, 
Calling All 
Crows, Costa 
enjoys spend-
ing his time 
helping to 
-:Y· 
fight for women's rights. 
"It started two years ago. 
Chad [Urmston, front man for 
the alternative rock band] State 
Radio came up with the idea of 
a movement to empower wom-
en," Costa said. 
This past Spring Break, Costa 
was among the 10 people se-
lected to participate in service 
p-!"ojects in California with the 
State Radio. It was here, in 
Hollywood, Cali£-, where Costa 
helped reorganize a non-profits' 
office space. 
"The setYice project we did 
was for Dress for Success, which 
is a non-profit for women who 
can't afford business attire so 
they can go there and get some-
thing to wear for their inter-
views," Costa said 
In addition, Calling All Crows 
works with many other non-
profit organizations around the 
world, but mainly those that 
fight for human rights. At a 
meeting for Amnesty lnterna-
ect with Call-
ing All Crows 
is known 
-Brian Costa as "Bring 
Change to 
Women." 
Partnering up 
with Women for Afghan Wom-
an, Costa and other volunteers 
are collecting change, which 
will go to women in shelters to 
avoid domestic violence as well 
as provide them with an educa-
tion. Money is collected in a 
Nalgene bottle. Once 18 ounc-
es of change, which is roughly 
$30, is collected, one month.of 
safety is guaranteed co an Af-
ghan woman in a shelter. 
"It's good to have that emo-
tional stuff, especially since 
none of that is on the news, 
but instead you look and see 
Charlie Sheen," Costa said. "It's 
funny, but sad." 
W'hen State Radio is back 
in New England, Costa helps 
when he can, even when it's just 
a simple monetary donation. 
Instead of buying sunscreen 
for the beach, he's giving pocket 
change,. for change. He urges 
others to do the same 
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Smoklnt culture at Ro9er Wiiiiams University 
GRIFFIN LABBANCE j Herald Reporter 
With the warmer weather ap-
proaching, most cigarette smok-
ers are rejoicing. Ever since a 
universiry policy instituted 
three years ago relegated smok-
ers to several outdoor gazebos, 
chese members of the campus 
community have had to brave 
the elements when they wanted 
to light up. 
Roger Williams University 
promotes itself to prospective 
students and families as hav-
ing a smoke-free campus, where 
the only smoking permitted is 
within the confines of desig-
nated smoking gazebos placed 
around campus. 
Drug Administration (FDA) 
has proposed the potential ban 
of sales and distribution of all 
menthol cigarettes nation.wide. 
These flavored cigarerte trig-
gers nerves in the skin that are 
also triggered by cold medicine. 
About one-quarter-of the ciga-
rettes sold in the United States 
are menthol cigarettes, accord-
ing to a FDA report. 
A report recently released in 
The Los Angeles Times wrote 
that the FDA said, "removal 
of menthol cigarettes from the 
marketplace would benefit pub-
lic health in the United States." 
"The over all feedback from 
both prospective scudencs and 
their families has been very 
positive regarding smoking 
on campus," said Jessica Win-
throp-Oney, Assistanc Director 
of Undergraduate Admissions. 
Students are cold through Ad-
missions chat the university 
strives for a healthy and safe 
campus, and one of the ways 
chat this is done is through lim-
iting the smoking by studenrs, 
faculty, and staff taking place 
on school grounds to a certain 
number of designated areas. 
Scott Yonan, Assistant Direc-
tor to Vice President of Student 
Affairs and the Director of Spe-
cial Projects, said he sees the 
smoking gazebos as an improve-
ment to the University. 
"Before we instituted the gaze-
bos on campus, smokers had no 
place to go that was protected 
if they wanted to smoke, bur 
with the gazebos on campus, 
students and faculty have a pro-
tected place to go," Yonan said. 
JEREMY KING 
A campus smoking gazebo is the sole outdoor refuge of student and staff smokers. 
As of January of 2008, the 
university banned smoking on 
common grounds, classroom 
buildings and some parking 
lots, and since then, the feed-
back and response from stu-
dents to the change has been, as 
Winthrop-Oney descried, very 
eositive and accepting. 
Recently, the U.S. Food and 
Currently there is no word on 
when or wither or not the ban 
of menchol cigarettes will be ap-
proved. . 
In 2007, former President 
Roy J. Nirschel headed a team 
with John King, Vice President 
of Student Affairs, to improve 
student life on campus and the 
installment of smoking gaubos 
was a focus. Almost four years 
1 ch " kingul" acer, e smo c cure on 
campus, as Yonan described it, 
js a positive one. 
John Blessing, Director of 
Public Safety, agrees: "Students' 
cooperation with our projects 
help us to maintain the beauti-
ful campus we have." 
Any student who chooses to 
smoke outside of the gazebo or 
designated parking lot is sub-
ject to be issued a fine. This fine 
comes in the form of a paper 
slip that can be issued by any 
faculty, administrator or uni-
versity staff at any time. For the 
fuse offense, students are issued 
a formal warning and a $50 
fine. 
Freshman Ben Gibson srua tie 
feels chat the smoking policies 
on campus benefit both non-
smokers and smokers. 
"I like how the gazebos give 
smokers a community to hang 
out in and also keep cigarettes 
off the ground around campus." 
Gibson described the smoking 
gazebo as a place chat any stu-
dent can hang out in and talk 
with friends. Sophomore Amie 
Mauro said she feels that the 
smoking on campus not only 
keeps the grounds clean, but 
also reduces the contact that 
non-smokers have with ciga;-' 
rettes. 
"I really appreciate the smok-
ing policies. I enjoy walking 
around and feeling like the 
campus is smoke free while· at 
the same time, smokers have 
a place to go if they choose," 
Mauro said. 
Blessing said that during his 
time at the university, he has 
seen the decline of smoking in 
Who smokes? 
non-designated areas and an in-
creasing respect for the smoking 
policies. 
"More fines were issued in 
2008 than we are currently see-
ing this year," Blessing said. 
Currencly, students have the 
option of smoking in any of the 
10 gazebos placed around cam-
pus, or in any_ of the designated 
parking lots: )-Lot, Lot A, and 
Loe 25, off of lower Old Ferry 
Road. 
"Most swdents are respectful 
of our ptoipeny-ut\ rules;~ Yo:-
nan said. "Damages in these ar-
eas will cost everyone," he said. 
Yonan said he encourages all 
students to remain respectful 
of the smoking gazebos and use 
them properly. 
According to www.cancer.org, over 46 million adults 
in the United States smoke cigarettes, which means 1 
out of every 5 adults smoke cigarettes on a regular basis. 
Cigarette smokers in America by race or ethnicity 
In a 2009 survey conducted by the American Cancer 
Society, 200/o of American high school students admit-
ted to smoking cigarettes regularly. In the same survey, 
it was determined that 24% of Americans, ages 25-44 
I 
years old, smoke cigarettes. 
In the United States, 23.1 percent of men smoke 
cigarettes and 18.3 percent of women smoke cigarettes. 
Smoking cigarettes is an addiction. 70% of smokers 
confess that they wish to quit smoking, but only 40°/o 
of smokers actually try to quit smoking cigarettes. And 
4-7% of smokers successfully quit smoking without any 
help. 
.. 
White22.1% Asian American 12% 
Hispanic 14.5% llJ American Indian 23.2% 
African American 21.3% D Multiple Races 29.5% 
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Ana_tomy of a cigarette 
1here are more than 4,000 chemicals in tobacco products. 60 of these chemicals have been 
proven to cause cancer. 
Methanol 
also found in rocket fuel 
Methane 
also found in sewer gas 
Carbon Monoxide 
also found in car exhaust 
Cadmium 
also found in batteries 
Amone/ 
can be found in rat poison and nail 
polish remover 
Tar 
also found in road surfaces 
Stearic Acid 
also found in candle wax • Nicotine I -~ .Jso found ;n pest;dde 
- --------
Ammonia 
a chemical often used to 
dean toilets 
Hydrogen tyanide 
which is the rype of poison 
used at death row 
Radon 
also known as radioactive gas 
Facts you should know about tobacco use 
In 1982 •.. 
che United Scates ~urgeon General's 
report stated that "Cigarette smok-
ing is the major single cause of cancer 
mortaliry in rhe United Scates." 
In the United States ... 
Tobacco use causes 1 ouc of every 
5 deaths. In fact, each year 443,000 
Americans die from illnesses related 
to smoking cigarettes. With char 
said, smoking cigarettes is the most 
preventable cause of death in our 
world roday. 
Tobacco causes cancer 
30% of all cancer related deaths are 
caused by smoking cigarettes. Smok-
ing cigarettes is responsible for 9 out 
of I 0 lung cancer related deaths. 
Smoking ci~ettes shortens 
your lifespan 
Male smokers lose an average of 
13.2 years off of their lives due co 
smoking. Female smokers lose an av-
erage of 14.5 years off of their lives 
due to smoking. 
Tobacco use increases your risk 
to suffer from 
lung cancer, larynx cancer, oral can-
cer, pharynx cancer, esophagnus can-
cer, stomach cancer, pancreas cancer, 
cervix cancer, kidney cancer, bladder 
cancer, acute myeloid leukemia, Car-
diovascular disease, COPD (Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), 
high blood pressure, fertiliryJrob-
lems, worsens asthma, gradu loss 
of eye sight, erectile dysfunction, in-
creased risk of cataracts, stained teeth 
and gums, bad breath and more. 
Sick days 
The average smokers uses 25% more 
sick days a year than the average non 
smoker. 
The rising cost of the deadly addiction 
... 
-
During the summer of 2010, in New York City, a pack of cigarettes cost $11. The average smoker in the United States smokes,. on .. 
t '1"· I 
average, a pack a day, which is equivilant to 20 cigarettes a day. So we did the math: 
1 day= 1 pack 
1 pack= $11 per day 
$1 r per day x 7 days per week = $77 per week 
$77 per week x 4 weeks per month = $308 per month 
$308 per month x 12 month per year = $3,696 per year 
$3,696 per year x 4 years spent at RWU = 
$14,784 spent on cigarettes during your college years 
For $15,000 you can buy a 2011 Ford Fiesta, you can go to an all inclusive resort in Mon-
tego Bay three times, you can buy five MacBook Pros, you can pay most of a year's worth of 
RWU on-campus housing, or you can purchase 75 iPhone 4's. 
Statistics found on the following websites: ww.cancer.org, www.netdoctor.com and www.quitsmokingsupport.com. 
~ 
-
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DATE: student 
finds love online 
Continued from Page 9 
on this website is a sex offender 
or a loser, but it's actually a lot 
of people who are in the same 
boat as me," she said. " ... Just 
unlucky with love and lookin§ 
to take control of the situation. 
The RWU sophomore went 
on two dates with guys that 
she met through Plentyoffish. 
com. 
"A thousand thoughts ran 
through my mind beforehand, 
like what I would do if some-
thing went wrong and this per-
son wasn't: who I thought they 
were. You have to plan ahead for 
these things and make sure that 
you know the person fairly well 
before actufilly hanging out." 
The guys took her to nice res-
taurants and despite her nerves, 
the two dates were successful. 
"I haven't gone on a date since 
my ex-boyfriend and it was so 
nice to actually dress up and 
experience old school chivalry)" 
she said. "I am definitely going 
to see both of chem again." 
Even with the negative conno-
tations that go along with on-
line dating, many popular cul-
ture movies such as Euro Trip 
and Napoleon Dynamite have 
showcased online dating in a 
positive light. In one episode of 
Keeping Up with the Kardashi-
ans, Kloe's sisters set her up on 
an online dating website. 
"Online dating has a negative 
reputation that you're pathetic, 
ugly or weird if you sign up. 
However, some people just find 
it an easier way to. connect with 
others," the RWU sophomore 
said. 
Another dating site called 
Howaboucwe.com takes a dif-
ferent approach with online 
dating. Once you create a 
member profile, the question 
"How about we ... " is asked 
and left for you to answer so 
that other members can see. An 
example would be that a mem-
ber would fill in: "How about 
we ... take a walk on the beach 
and have a romantic dinner." If 
another member sees this and 
chinks that they would like that 
date, they can click the 'Tm 
Intrigued" button to set up the 
date. 
Another popular free online 
dating site that is advertised on 
television is called Zoosk.com. 
It is set up similar to Facebook, 
where there is a newsfeed and 
visitors can see updates from 
the users that you are compat-
ible with. 
''As long as you are honest 
about who you are, use legiti-
mate pictures and aren't too for-
ward, anyone can have success 
online dating," the RWU soph-
omore said. "You never know, 
maybe your true love is only a 
click away." 
Facebook can be liability for 
post-college job seekers 
KJNSEY JANKE I Herald Reporter 
While Facebook has connect-
ed millions all over the world 
and created social opportunities 
for many, in the professional 
world, it can be a very danger-
ous thing. 
"I don't know if students 
would be told that directly from 
an employer, but I have heard 
many stories from employers 
who speak about not hiring 
someone or not inviting them 
in for an interview [because of 
- their Facebook content]," said 
Robbin Beauchamp, the Direc-
tor of Roger Williams Univer-
sity's Career Center. 
"But they won't give that kind 
of feedback, they'll just move 
on to the next candidate," 
Beauchamp said. 
The social networking site 
may be a great cool to connect 
you to your best friend study-
ing abroad in Australia, but for 
those going up for job inter,. 
views and graduate school ap-
plications, Facebook can deeply 
hinder one's progress as a pro-
fessional. 
Tricks that many use to avoid 
this problem include changing 
your name so that employers 
can't find you or making your 
profile extremely private so that 
only your friends are allowed to 
see the content. 
"Some peoJ?le don't have to 
. remo~e anything," Beauchamp 
said. But you really do have to 
look at it with that eye of 'what 
are people going to think of 
me?' Not everything up there 
is bad, [because) there can be 
some really good things up 
there." 
Many students will even cre-
ate two Facebook accounts: 
one for their friends where they 
don't have to worry about what 
they're posting, and another 
mOie professional one that em-
ployers can access. 
But instead of going through 
this hassle, another networking 
site was launched in May 2003, 
and is the prime online net-
working tool for professionals. 
Linkedln, as of March 22, 
2011, claims over 100 mil-
lion registered users, with 21.4 
million of them in the United 
States. A business-oriented so-
cial networking site, Linkedln 
is available in six different lan-
guages and is recommended by 
many pIOfessionals as the best 
way to connect to those in a ca-
reer path similar 0tO yours. 
"To ine, Linkedln is Facebook 
for professionals," Beauchamp 
said. "This is where everybody , 
is posting more about what 
theyre doing professionally. It's 
very, very career-oriented. It's 
really about networking. 
"I enjoy Linkedln and I teach 
a lot of students how to use it 
because if you want to find peo-
ple who have..a career path that 
you're interested in learning 
about, it's a great tool to start 
talking to people before you 
even apply for a job." 
Students feel pain of 
living without a stipend 
GRIFFIN LABBANCE I Herald Reporter 
Seeing a class cancellation no-
tice on the door to a classroom 
in the morning surely brings ex-
eitement to many students. But 
for some, seeing these slips is 
the same as looking at financial 
loss. 
Each year, 
the Office of Financial Aid, 
along with certain other univer-
sity departments, give out work 
study positions, along with pay-
roll positions for undergraduate 
students. These students attend 
class while holding a part-time 
job on campus; but for some 
students, the college price tag is 
not coming with a work-study 
stipend. 
For freshmen Callie Gillis, the 
price tag on attendance at a pri-
vate university is 
something that she thinks 
about often. 
"I do think about the cost due 
to the fact on how little I may 
be making once I graduate and 
land a job," Gillis said. 
For Gillis and many other 
students on campus, paying 
for college lands ·in the hands 
of parents or through taking 
out loans. Though many stu-
dents view college as a time to 
grow academically and socially, 
some feel that working while at 
school is becoming part of the 
college experience. 
"My friends who have jobs 
feel like it is the normal thing 
to be doing while they are at 
school," Gillis said. 
While Gillis said she feels 
that work study and being 
employed by the university 
is another "college tl1ing to 
d " 0. 
Junior Ellis Lehner, how-
ever, disagrees. He said he 
sees students holding jobs 
as a misuse of university 
money and student time. 
"I am lucky to have financial 
help from my family but I also 
think it would be hard to be ex-
cited and motivated just sitting 
at a table and answering phones 
when you have school work to 
do," Lehner said. 
He added that some of his 
friends even question 
how these "lack lus-
ter" positions are 
benefiting the 
student popula-
tion. 
As tuitions 
around the 
country rise, 
students are 
forced to look 
for money to 
pay for college 
elsewhere. 
"I am currently 
receiving an aca-
demic scholarship 
from the school but it 
is still necessary for me to 
work a lot during my summer 
iiPS· 
break along with any chance I 
get when I go home on break," 
said Gillis. 
"One of my teachers constant-
ly reminds my class that we are 
paying a ton to go 
here and we might as well 
make the most of it, "Lehner 
said. "I think at one point we 
figured out that every minute of 
class costs about 44 cents, so I 
don't understand why students 
don't take full advantage of ev-
ery opportunity possible," he 
said. 
Many Roger Williams Univer-
sity students find themselves in 
the same position as Gillis and 
Lehner: attending a university 
with a large price tag, while Ie-
ceiving 
no direct income. But like 
Lehner, many of those s.tudems 
are seeing that caking advantage 
of the University may in the 
long run offer a little more for 
each tuition dollar 
spent. 
GRAPHS: GLENN VtCKERY 
On Premise 
(RBS) Responsible Beverage Service 
Time: 
On: 
Cost: 
Trai.ning 
At 
Roger Williams University 
Baypoint Inn & Conference Center 
10am-3pm 
144 Anthony Rd 
Portsmouth, RI 02871 
Sunday April 3, 2011 
$36 for community members 
$16 for ~WU students 
Pre-registration required. Call Donna Lynn Darmody, Director of Health 
Education, at 401-254-3413 or email at ddarmody@rwu.edu 
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EDITORIAL: Liberalization of dictionaries is nothing to LOL at 
AMANDA NEWMAN I Managing Editor 
Recently, the AP Stylebook, 
the holy bible of journalists 
everywhere produced by the 
Associated Press, announced 
thac they would be changing 
"e-mail" to "email." 
Now, for those of you who 
are unfamiliar with AP Style, 
or chose of you who just don'l 
care, this might not seem like 
a big deal. Bue the fact of the 
matter is that this is a prime 
example of ignorance being 
accepted by sociecy. So many 
people thought that "email" 
was the correct AP Style 
that the folks over at the AP 
Stylebook actually said, "screw 
it, you win," and changed the 
style. 
I personally find this atro-
cious. Why is laziness a viable 
excuse? Are we as a society so 
slovenly with our words that 
we need co accept mediocrity 
in our writing? I don't - didn't 
- think so, but apparently, I 
was wrong. The changing of "e-
mail" to "email" is clearly proof 
of this. 
More recently, the Oxford 
English Dictionary also caused 
a small uproar, announcing 
their decision co put things 
like "LOL" and "BRB" and 
"<3" .into the dictionary. 
INTO THE DICTIONARY. 
Guess what, guys? I know this 
may come as a shock to some 
of you, but words that have 
meanings and are abbreviated 
into letters are known as acro-
nyms. Acronyms by themselves 
are not words. They never will 
be. They will just continue be-
ing acronyms. 
Also, anything that uses a 
h ( " ") . c araccer see: < 1s not a 
letter; thus, it is not pare of a 
word and, therefore, it should 
not be primed into the all-
knowing tome of words. 
Am I the only one who is 
horrified that putting acronyms 
getting too stuffy, falling too 
far out of t0uch with today's 
more modern, laidback society. 
Maybe ir decided it need~d a 
change. Maybe it realized it 
was so overdue for a mid-life 
crisis that it decided to forgo 
its honorable standards, and 
begin co consent to allowing 
emoticons and symbols to do a 
word's job, because that's what 
is cool with the young' ens. 
Personally; 1 feel that a dic-
tionary is the end-all, be-all 
for words. If it's not in the 
dictionary, it's not a word, no 
respectable, nerdy, word-loving 
friends - all two of them. Who 
sat in a boardroom somewhere 
and thought, "I feel like screw-
ing with the English language 
today. Let's add symbols!"? 
Matters as big as this one 
should be handled delicately, in 
a more traditional way. I don't 
care if I'm in the mihority; I 
feel like I should be standing 
on a soapbox someplace yell-
ing, "I object!" 
Not that it would matter, 
because no one would even 
hear me; they'd all be too busy 
. texcing to notice. into a diction-
ary is what our 
world has come 
co? A diction-
ary is the only 
thing that deter-
" As if acronyms ~cronyms by themselves are not words. They never and symbols 
will 13e. They will just continue being acronyms. " weren't bad 
mines what words are actually 
words; it literally defines them: 
it gives them meaning. What 
value does a "<" have on its 
own in a dictionary, much less 
when it's been combined with a 
"3"? Answer: it should have no 
value, because it isn't a word. 
I think it is a surprising sign 
Qf changing times when che 
Oxford English Dictionary, one 
of the oldest and most presti-
gious dictionaries, opts to Ice 
loose and try to get down with 
the kids by incorporating what 
is essentially slang into its sa-
cred pages. Perhaps rhe Oxford 
9igU,$h Dictionary felt it was 
matter how frequently it is 
used - that's always been my 
scandpoinr on things. So what 
do you do when the iron ham-
mer prepares to come down, 
buc has a change of heart ( <3?) 
at the last second and instead 
decides to be more lenient 
and allow acronyms posing as 
words - ninja acronyms - to 
join the esteemed ranks of cen-
turies' worth of locution? 
That's pretty much a guaran-
teed sign ofrhe apocalypse, my 
friends. 
Plus, who even decided to 
okay chis? I cenainly was not 
consulted, nor were any of my 
enough, the 
dictionary also an-
nounced it'll be adopting more 
modem phrases into its pages. 
Last rime I checked, if I were 
co look up "muffin" in the 
dic~onary, I would find "muf-
fin, n. orig. N. Amer. A small, 
usually sweet sponge cake, 
baked in a cup-shaped con-
tainer. Freq. with modifying 
word indicating the flavour or 
additional ingredients," which 
is exactly what I would expecc 
co find. I would not expect 
to find "muffin-cop" directly 
below it, much less a descrip-
tion of someone's protruding 
Aap of stomach far. However, 
chat is apparently what things 
are corning to. 
It's no surprise that in our 
digital, media-dependent, 
crazy-busy lives, people are 
falling further away from the · 
art of simple conversation. The 
an of conversation is dying 
faster than preteens send text 
messages. And I'll admit - I'm -
definitely part of the problem. 
My Droid Incredible is very 
rarely more than five feet from 
me, I'm sorry co say. I am a 
slave to my e-mail (see what I 
did there? House scyle, folks). 
But no matter how much 
time I spend looking at my 
Uttle 3-inch by four-inch 
screen, I still remember to talk. 
No matter how lax I am with 
my phrases in my text messag-
es, I am aware that "gr8 ability 
2 ext" is noc going to land me 
a job, and so I try to refrain 
from using those taboo phrases 
in daily conversation. Putting 
them in the dictionary is not 
a good idea. In my opinion, 
that just justifies the brain-
melting lack of prosaic char is 
constantly taking place. ls it 
worth it, just to save yourself 
a few thumb or key strokes? I 
cenainly don'c think so. 
Bur it's okay, Oxford English 
Dictionary. Be that way. But 
for the record, both Merriam 
and Webster combined are still 
cooler than you, sans acronyms 
and all. 
NASA is over-funded; U.S. has big·ger 
terrestrial issues to deal with 
Cannibal should not be 
released, for our sakes 
and his KAITLYN ROANE I Herald Reporter Recently, award-winning 
ascrobiologist Richard Hoover, 
from The National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administra-
tion's (NASA's) Marshall Space 
Flight Center, concluded that 
filaments and other features 
found in the interior of three 
specimens of a rare class of 
meteorite appear co be f()ssils of 
a life form strongly resembling 
a form of Earthly bacteria. 
Cyanobacteria, also known 
as blue-green 
algae, which 
obtain their 
energy through 
photosynthesis 
because they 
have the abil-
ity to perform 
oxygenic 
photosynthesis, 
is believed to 
have changed 
Earth's reducing 
atmosphere into 
an oxidizing 
one. In shon, 
this drastically 
changed the 
composition of 
organisms on 
Earth by stimu-
lating biodiversity and causing 
the near-extinction of oxygen-
in toleranr organisms. 
Bue what does chis all mean? 
And why should you ca.re? In 
2010, NASA received an out-
standing $19 billion to fund 
its activities. Further, on Sepe. 
29, 2010, a bill was passed that 
• 
would increase this amount co 
$20 billion for NASA's pro-
grams for the years 2011-2013. 
In comparison, the govern-
ment only spem$13.3 billion 
on the U.S Department of 
Labor, which is responsible for 
things such as occupational 
safecy, wage and hour stan-
dards, unemployment insur-
ance benefits, and re-employ-
ment services. The government 
also only handed out $13.8 
billion for che Department of 
Commerce, which essentially 
In reality, the government is 
not prioritizing and consider-
ing the most important issues 
at home. The United Scares 
is so concerned with making 
democracy free for .individuals 
abroad, and trying to find life 
forms in space that it doesn't 
even know for cenain exist, 
while the people that actually 
Uve in the country have very 
little. 
As of January 2011, the 
national unemployment rate 
was 9.8 percem: as compared to 
I 0.6 percem in Janu-
ary 20 l 0. Though 
this is quite a de-
crease in the period 
of one year, every 
day across America, 
people continue to 
lose their jobs and 
are forced into fore-
closure. 
I believe that the 
United States govern-
ment needs co realize 
chat we have coo 
many other internal 
problems to be con-
cerned about, and 
that these issues 
MARK Fusco need to be resolved 
Where d.o your space bucks go? before we can even 
think about things 
promotes economic growth. such as space exploration and 
And only a mere $0.7 billion to being good neighbors co the 
the Small Business Administra- rest of the world. Right now 
tion, the agency that provides our responsibility is co rake care 
support to small businesses of the people here and until 
which in tum, drives the U.S. then, no where else on this 
economy by providing jobs for planet (or any other) should 
over half of the nation's private matter. 
workforce. 
JARED WOLF I Herald Reporter 
I don't know about you, but if 
I heard that a cannibal was be-
ing released from prison in my 
area, I'd be a litrle unnerved. 
from committing such an 
atrocity again, but then again, 
that's going under the assump- --
rion that Woodmansee is sane. 
The father of the murdered 
child, John Foreman, was 
interviewed about Woodma-
nsee's release, where he said 
that "I do intend, if this man is 
Well, that's exactly what's 
happening in Cranston, R.I., 
where Michael Woodmansee 
is being released from prisop. 
Woodmansee, who was 16 at 
the time of the crime, kid-
napped, murdered, and ate 
.,,., released anywhere in my vicin-
the flesh of five-year-old Jason 
Foreman in 1975. 
ity, or if I can find [him], l do 
intend co kiU this man." This 
just gives me another reason co 
think that releasing Woodma-
nsee is a bad idea. Obviously, ?-
"Honestly, I can't blame Foreman for one second for 
wanting to kill his son's murderer" 
Woodmansee was discovered 
after trying to kidnap another 
child in 1982. 
Police found Foreman's bones, 
as well as Woodmansee's jour-
nal which described the grisly 
details of the murder. In 1983, 
Woodmansee was sentenced co 
a 40-year sentence in prison; 
however, he is being released 
a full 12 years early because of 
good behavior. 
Woodmansee admitted thac 
"it would be easy [to kill some-
one], easy co ger away with it, 
and some form of fun." Given 
this perverted sense of "fun," 
1 think that it is dangerous to 
let him free. Losing 28 years 
of your life in prison would 
certainly deter any sane person 
if Foreman goes thro11gh with 
his threat, then he would be 
sacrificing his own life (at least 
a free one) as well as taking 
Woodmansee's. 
~ 
Honestly, I can't blame Fore-
man for one second for want- ,.. 
ing to kill his son's murderer. If 
I were in the same position, I 
would probably wane to do che 
same thing. But I also realize 
that I would be in a compro-
mised state of mind, wishing 
to only satisfy my own interests -
in my very narrow view of the 
situation. Of course, it isn't 
fair that Foreman isn't able to 
gee the kind of resolution that 
he deserves. I guess sometimes, 
as much as we want it, there is -
no real justice . 
• • 
.;: 
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Unlikely hero emerges for Japan 
KAtnYN ROANE I Herald Contributor 
On March 11, 2011, Japan 
was struck by a devastating 
9.0 magnitude earthquake -
one of the largest earthquakes 
on record. Following che 
earthquake, a deadly tsunami 
slammed into the small island 
nation, leaving an overwhelm-
ing amount of destruction in 
its wake. Currently, thousands 
of people are dead, and many 
more still missing or injured. 
Almost half-a-million people 
are homeless. 
This disaster prompted many 
agencies co respond, such as 
the American Red Cross and 
the Salvation Army. But who 
would have expected 
a single man and a re-
tired search and rescue 
dog to respond? 
lhis man is Char-
lie Annenberg, Vice 
President of the 
Annenberg Founda-
tion, which provides 
funding and support 
to nonprofit organiza-
tions in the United 
States and globally. 
lhis convention features five 
days of compelling presenta-
tions from the brightest minds 
in emerging technology, ac-
cording to its website. 
Annenberg challenged ev-
eryone present co spread the 
word about the disaster and 
"like" his organization "Dog 
Bless You" on Facebook. If 
the goal of 100,000 likes was 
reached within five days, the 
Annenberg Foundation would 
donate $100,000 dollars co the 
National Disaster Search Dog 
Foundation (NDSDF). 
Just a little more than 24 
.hours after the challenge was is-
sued, on Sunday night, March 
13, the goal was reached. As 
a result, six canine search and 
rescue teams have been de-
ployed to Japan co help the 
recovery efforcs and victims of 
che earthquake and tsunami. 
The funds raised will help 
recruit and train more NDSDF 
canine disaster search teams. 
Annenberg and Lucky have 
traveled the globe, helping 
people and making films to 
highlight the sel6ess acts of 
others. Annenberg and one 
of his assistants created Dog 
Bless You for people who love 
animals and believe animals 
improve the human condi-
tion. 
Animals have an amazing 
ability to comfon people, espe-
cially in times of crisis 
and I think Annenberg 
is m~ a huge im-
pact on the American 
effon in Japan. 
Noc only are these ca-
nines able to use their 
keen sense of smell and 
hearing to quickly zero 
in on their target, but 
they can provide love 
and relief for victims 
who have lost family 
members or are cur-
rently without a home. 
Annenberg hap-
·pened to be at the 
SXSW Interactive 
Festival with his dog 
Lucky when the disas-
ter in Japan occurred. 
Although they may 
BUSJNESSINSIDER.COM be animals, these dogs 
Survivors observe the desistation left behind by are true heroes. 
the tsunami that hit Japan eariler this month. 
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HAVING SEX SHOULDN'T GET 
BYU PLAYER BENCHED 
CHRISTINA BERLINGUET I Herald Reporter 
Brandon Davies, a 6-foot 
9-inch forward for Brigham 
and Young University, was 
suspended from his Division 
I basketball team right before 
selection Sunday. He was not 
suspended for steroids, or any-
thing illegal, fot thac matter. 
Years of hard work and dedica-
tion to basketball was erased 
because - brace yourselves - he 
had sex with his girlfriend. 
For those of you who are 
unaware, BYU is a Mormon 
school with strict honor codes, 
one of which states that stu-
dents must live a chaste and 
virtuous life. Having premarital 
sex breaks this honor code. 
This whole situation is jusc 
ridiculous. If every player in 
the March Madness tourna-
ment who has had premarital 
sex were to be suspended from 
their ceams, there would not 
be enough players on a ceam 
to even have a tournament. Ic's 
not even like Davies had a one-
night scand: he had incercourse 
with the girl that he is in a seri-
ous relationship wich. 
There is a difference between 
a university making a rule to 
protect a student's safccy, and 
a university making a rule 
because they believe that ev-
eryone should follow their per-
sonal values. Some may fight 
that BYU was just respecting 
its Mormon beliefs, but many 
other rolleges have religious 
rules and are stilJ not crazy 
~~--~-••t; Boston College is a Jeruit 
school and Providence Col-
lege is a Dominican college; 
both express their religious 
views, but neither inAiq~_rules:" 
upon their students that regard 
religious opinions about what 
is right and wrong in their 
students' personal lives. 
Before being suspended, Da-
vies was averaging 11.1 points 
a game and 6.2 rebounds per 
game. He was playing for the 
number-three ranked team 
in the country: a dream for 
many basketball players in 
America. You do not become 
chat good of a player by just 
having talent. He obviously 
has put endless hours and hard 
work into basketball, and it is a 
shame that his work could not 
even bring him into the NCM 
tournament this year, all be-
cause of a choice that he made 
in his personal life. By having 
sex with his girlfriend he is not 
hurting any of his teammates 
or members of his university. 
Why should he and his team 
have co suffer because of a 
ridiculous honor code inflicted 
by his university? 
What I would like co know is 
who reported him for break-
ing the honor code. It clearly. 
was not one of his teammates 
because they would not want 
co lose an important player. 
Why was he reported right be-
fore selection Sunday? Clearly 
someone is out to get this 
kid. Either that or someone is 
threatened by BYlf s number-
three rank. 
Most poople would be embar-
rassed or angry at the ~tion, 
and would no longer support 
their school, but Davies trav-
eled Wicll his teammates to the 
~ountaiD West Conference__ 
tournament and cheered his 
teammates on from the bench. 
Clearly chis kid is a good kid. 
but despite bis great sports-
manship, he will remain on the 
bench - all because he had sex. 
Campus tours: 
Should we help? 
YAMILEH DURE I Herald Contributor 
It's that time again. Walking 
around campus, you might 
have noticed large'groups shuf-
fling along behind a cour guide 
showing them exactly why they 
should choose Roger Wil-
liams University over any other 
school. 
Tours. We've all been on 
dozens of them before. In our 
search for our dream school, 
most of us visited many col-
leges and went on tours at each 
of them, assessing the facilities 
and the students as you walked 
the grounds. 
If you're experience with tours 
was anything like mine, then 
you remember always knowing 
kind of whai: co expect when 
you arrived - the peppy greet-
ings, the police student tour 
guides, the packets of informa-
tion, and the banners display-
ing school spirit. However, 
during the actual tours them-
selves, an opportunity co stand 
out presented itself. It was a 
chance to show newcomers 
why RWU, for example, would 
be a great school co attend, and 
why they should wane to come 
here in the fall. 
I remember chac when I 
would go on tours, I would al-
ways be waiting for something 
to catch my eye and peak my 
interest, whether it be a pro-
gram, a building, the campus 
itself, or the students. Remem-
bering how much attention I 
paid to students hanging out or 
walking around campus when 
1 coured, and co the decor in 
their bedrooms when I scrolled 
through, makes me really anx-
ious when I notice tours going 
on now. I'm always clueless 
about what I should do. 
Sure, the simple answer is 
ignore them and move on, but 
somehow I always get the urge 
to try some way to make our 
school stick out among the 
mess of other schools that these 
visitors are undoubtedly con-
sidering. However, this strange 
desire to somehow get people 
thinking, "Wow look how 
amazingly tal:ented and awe-
some these people are! I wane 
to come co this school and be 
just as cool!" is always ignored. 
Yes, admittedly, I have 
never actually been courageous 
enough to follow through and 
actually do something inter-
esting to spark the interest of 
a tour, but I still hold that it 
would, in theory, be a great 
thing to do. 
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ROANE: Libya is not our war 
seemed to agree when Boehner How could Obama be willing 
KAITLYN ROANE I Herald Contributor stated that "U .S military to get involved in yet another 
resources had been committed war, considering the one he 
Libya, an oil-rich country in 
the western region· of North 
Africa, has been under the 
leadership of Colonel Muam-
mar el-Qaddafi since he came 
to power in 1969. But in 
February201 l, a rebel army 
that resembled a transitional 
government began presenting 
itself throughout much of the 
Arab world, portraying itself to 
the West and Libyans as an al-
ternative to Colonel Qaddafi's 
erratic control. 
As Colonel Qaddafi's troops 
advanced to within l 00 miles 
of Benghazi, the rebel strong-
hold in the west, the United 
Nations Security Council 
called for military action, 
aimed at preventing a civil war 
and a defeat of the rebels by 
loyalist forces. 
On March 19, a military 
campaign against Qaddafi was 
launched under British and 
French leadership as President 
Nicolas Sarkozy of France ar-
ranged a meeting of European, 
African, and Arab leaders in 
Paris. Further, American forces 
began their operation to knock 
out Libya's air defense ~ystems 
by firing Tomahawk missiles 
from nearby ships around 
Tripoli, and che 
western cities of 
Misuraca and 
Surr. 
However, this 
war presents a 
withouc defining the mission." promised America would be 
In addition, General Carter over by now is still ongoing? 
F. Ham, the ranking Ameri- , Yet, rather than labeling this 
can in the coalition operation, as a "war," President Obama 
suggested that "the regime still defines it not as an act of war 
vastly overmatches opr,osition but rather a "quickly arranged 
forces militarily" and · [possess- and temporary humanitarian 
es) the capability to roll them response representing how 
back very quickly." the international community 
President Barack Obama him- should work." How far does 
self had said that he opposed our humanitarian responsibil-
"dumb" wars. Yet, the United ity to be good.neighbors to 
States appears to be putting the rest of the world go? How 
itself into a situation where it is much more can the United 
clearly in over its head without States possibly cake on before 
any true justification for its we are willing co recognize we 
actions. have our own issues co address? 
During his presidential I feel as if President Obama's 
campaign, Obama was praised military response in Libya 
for having a strong stance on reflects his failure co be the 
the war in Iraq by insisting president he promised everyone 
he would bring our troops he would be. His attitude is 
home. He stated that "by Aug. almost as if 'I let down America 
31, 2010, our combat mis- once, I guess I can do it again.' 
sion in Iraq will end and Iraqi Rather than patching up his 
Security Forces will have full relationship with the United 
responsibility for major combat States, he has almost thrown in 
missions." the towel and chose to follow 
Based upon such an opposi- in the footsteps of whom he so 
tion co the Iraq war, I person- strongly opposed, our former 
ally was so shocked by Presi- president, George W Bush. 
dent Obarna's response to take The United States simply 
action against Qaddaf;i. Aug. does not have the resources, 
31 has come and gone and our the military manpower, or the 
troops are still involved in Iraq. budget to take on another war, 
especially one that 
we are predicted 
to lose. Thus, 
President Obama 
has ignored the 
fact that while 
our troops are out 
crying co fix other 
country's problems 
and are working 
to make democ-
racy free for those 
abroad, the citizens 
here have nothing. 
Libya is not our 
few problems. 
First, the White 
House has failed 
to dearly commu-
nicate the reason 
for such aggressive 
action. Speaker of 
the House John A. 
Boehner (R-OH), 
along with a num-
ber of Democrats 
Tm:EA.GLE.COM 
Libyan protestors wave their nation's flag. 
war. 
Professorial promise 
New English faculty shines hope on department 
froze? again. But there was wjth what the new professor 
nothmg. All three applicants will be able to bring co the 
.I was pleasantly surprised ~e and were able to give department, as all three candi-
when I received an email from their lesson. Sadly, I was unable dates specialize in global litera-
my English advisor saying that to attend any ~f them; how- ture. Typically, English licera-
the department was looking ever, the candidate I saw last cure maJors are only exposed to 
for a new professor. Happy as I year returned for another try. British and American literature 
was, I did take the news with a Bue from what~ hear~ from (throwing in a little bit of an-
grain of salt. my fellow English maJors, the cient Greek with Homer). But 
We also had a professor search lessons went very we_ll. Student to explore how other cultures 
last year, where, over a great feed~ack ~as ~ very impor.tant create art with their words will 
deal of time, count- considerauon m the selection be a truly unique experience. 
less applications were After last year's experi-
carefully reviewed and After fast year's experience, I have one foot in ~nee, I .ha~c one foot 
finally narro~ed down pessimism and one in optimism m p:ssim1~m _and 
to three applicants. one m opt1m1s6, but 
These applicants were after everything that 
scheduled to come to I've heard from other 
our campus and teach a lesson process, and I understand that professors, who seem to think 
that students would attend the opinions of the students that they are only half a step 
and give their opinions on. We seemed to match those of the away from having an official 
actually had one too; a very current.faculty. . decision made, it is becoming 
interesting lecture on Japanese Ever smce the recent r~nre- increasingly hard to hold onto 
literature. However, before ment of Professor Comiskey, that grain of salt. 
the other two applicants could who I was fo~a~e enough to Professor Renee Soto, Co-
make it, the budget was frozen cake a course with m her final Chair of the search committee, 
and the search was no more. sem~ter, ~ere has be~n an said, "we are very near com-
So, yes, I was a little skeptical empnness m the English de- pleting what we believe will be 
when I learned that once again, partment. I know that sev~ral ~successful search." I'll believe 
we were searching for a new of the professors I spoke With 1t when I see a new professor 
professor. As I knew the lessons are eager to welcome a new wandering around campus, but 
were approaching, I waited for professor t~ the department. it sounds like that's something 
news that the budget had been I am parucularly mterested 1 can readily expect. 
JARED WOLF! Herald Contributor 
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THE SLUT RUT 
·PART II: 
How to talk to a 
promiscuous friend nicely 
RACY STACY I Herald Contributor 
It's a part of our nature as girls 
to want to kiss and tell, but 
what happens when you have 
a friend who is going too far 
with too many guys? The flu 
goes around every winter, and 
Skankoritis goes around every 
spring - and it can be deadly. 
Skankoritis lskangk-ah-ri-tis-1 
(n): 1 an extreme and danger-
ous disease that takes hold of 
females who are in a slut rut 
·(see the Feb. 17 issue ofThe 
Hawks' Herald) for an extend-
ed amount of time; 2 a strong 
addiction to physical intimacy 
that is only curable through in-
tense intervention by a trusted 
friend 
her behavior directly. If she is 
reminded that she has awesome 
friends, she might not feel the 
need ro cry to validate her self-
worth by sleeping around. ..... 
Don't play mom. The only 
time it is acceptable for you 
to act like a mom is when you 
are holding her hair while she 
is hugging the toilet. If you 
approach her like a scolding 
parent or authority figure with 
an accusing or disapproving 
attitude, she will most likely 
acr like a teenager and rebel, 
or worse, refrain from telling 
you about it anymore. So use 
"l" statements when you are 
talking to her. Instead of saying 
"You're acting like a slut," try 
saying "It really worries me 
how many guys you've been 
with lately." Since she values 
,your friendship and your opin-
ion, comments like this may 
make it easier for her to assess 
her behavior. 
Safety first 
Be realistic when you talk to 
her. Chances are she is not go-
ing to morph into a nun who · 
intends to remain celibate for 
the rest of her life just because 
you voiced your concern. Ask 
her if she is using condoms and 
... 
1he slut rut is a phase that usually lasts for a little over a 
month; Skankoritis can become a way of life 
Sex is a personal choice that 
should not be judged by others. 
However, there are special cir-
cumstances in which a friend's 
wellbeing is at stake. If a friend 
is sleeping around constantly 
in an altered state of mind or 
without using protection, and 
you are concerned, it might 
be time for you to step in and 
start playing doctor. 
Symptoms 
There is a big difference • ,.. 
between a slut rut and Skan-
koritis. The slut rut is a phase 
that usually lasts for a little 
over a month; Skankoritis can 
become a way of life if it is not 
stopped, resulting in the spread 
of sexually transmitted diseases 
or unwanted pregnancy. 
It also takes its toll men-
tally. Girls with Skankoritis get 
emotionally attached to the 
guys they spend time with in 
the sheets, which leads to their 
friends listening to them obsess 
over guys they barely know 
and comfort them u~til they 
quickly move on to another 
shallow, physical relationship. 
Treatment 
Get her some girl-on-girl ac-
tion. Not like that! Get your 
mind out of the gutter! She 
might be acting this way be-
cause she doesn't feel like she is 
getting enough attention from 
anyone in her life. Therefore, 
she is subconsciously seeking it 
from random guys. Try plan-
ninl:ngirls' night and go out 
to · er or have a movie night 
before confronting her about 
birth control. If she is going to 
be sexually active with multiple 
partners, it's better that she is 
raking some precautions rather 
than none. Also offer to go 
with her to health services to ~ 
see if she is STD free, so that 
you can both breathe a little 
easier. 
One is NOT the loneliest 
number. If you and a group of 
your friends are worried about 
the worsening condition of her _ 
Skankoritis, it's okay to talk 
about it once or twice on your 
own before approaching her. 
However, it is very important 
that you don't let it evolve into 
a slanderous gossip session. ..,...-
Figure out which one of you 
she feels the most comfortable 
talking to and have just one of 
you bring it up to her. ~f you 
all approach her together, she 
will feel like she is being at-
tacked, get defensive~ and shut 
down. 
It's not always easy to tell if a 
friend is being too easy because 
everyone of us comes from 
different backgrounds and 
has different standards as to 
what they believe is acceptable. 
Nevertheless, we always wanr 
to keep our friends safe and 
emotionally stable. My advice: 
if they are acting like Saman-
tha Jones, and seem genuinely 
happy and are being safe, let r 
them live in peace. But, if you 
can see that they are doing it 
for the wrong reasons, and not 
guarding their body or their 
heart, talk to them before their 
case of Skankoritis turns into a 
case of syphilis. 
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Does the United States 
have a place in Libya? 
Libya, like Egypt, is at a point in its 
his~ory that will not only change the 
government within its borders, but the 
face of Islamic nations. l personally feel 
chat this is needed. Leaders should not 
stay in power forever; it is nor good for 
a country. Gaddafi is a pcrfecc example 
of this. H e's been in power for 42 years 
now, and his country has finally scood 
up and said, "enough." 
One of the major issues though wirh 
someone being in power for so long 
is that they tend co feel that it is their 
righc to be thac leader. This is what is 
happening in Libya at the moment. 
Gaddafi has been there for so long that 
he is confident 
To an extent, l chink they will be able 
to, but there will be problems. France, 
for instance, acted alone last week 
when firing on Libyan tanks. They did 
this without the permission of NATO, 
which was convening on how co 
handle Libya. 
Having one nation truly in control of 
a team of nations is how this conflict 
can be resolved, buc throughout his-
tory when there has been some sort 
of coalition, the U.S. has always been 
the head of it. This is because of the 
reality that the United States is a more 
powerful nation the most others. There 
are other countries that can compete 
strongly with 
enough to say no 
to the west. This 
would be fine 
if there weren't 
a tremendous 
amount of hu• 
man rights viola-
tions occurring 
in his country. 
Protesters have 
been created 
brutally just 
" ... the U.S. needs to allow some other 
nations to try and solve some of the world's 
problems." 
us, but when 
it comes 
down co it, 
we are the 
clear front-
runners. For 
chis reason 
we have 
always been & : ; r..al'. 
for standing up 
against his government. So again, like 
with Egypt, the question of interven-
tion comes in. This siruacion though 
has become much different than 
Egypt's. During the uprisings in Cairo, 
no government officials were ever or-
dered to take violent action against the 
protesters; this has happened in Libya 
though. 
The United States has decided to 
take a step back from the situation and 
let our European allies try and take 
care of it. Will they be able to handle 
it though? I'm not really sure. I'm 
very much for allowing other nations 
to take care of some of the world's 
problems so the U.S. can try and solve 
some of their own, but will the Euro-
peans truly be able to come together to 
solve tlie Libyan crisis? 
.. 
CHRISTOPHER MUNSEY 
Herald Contributor 
the head of 
the coalitions 
we've taken 
part of, be-
cause we clearly stand out from the rest 
of the pack, this isn't the case though 
with most European nations. For 
example, if you were to compare the 
United Kinggom, and France, they are 
on pretty equal footing, so why should 
one lead, and the other sit back and 
watch. This is the major issue when 
it comes to having a coalition that is 
made up almost entirely of European 
countries. There are of course those 
that would be more able to lead than 
others, but not by much. 
The United States should stay out of 
the situation in Libya at the moment, 
and allow Europe to try and do the 
best they can, because at some point, 
the U.S. needs to allow some ocher 
nations to try and solve some of the 
world's problems. 
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How ·can you spend $6 million in six 
days? Invading a worthless nation might 
just do the job. So lee me summarize 
this for you in a few meaningless words: 
Libya is a bad place to live. Libyans 
cried to make the place better by taking 
out their leader and they almost suc-
ceeded. We stepped in right before the 
Gaddafi troops are about to wipe the 
revolutionaries off the face of the earth. 
So why is it that the United States 
must play world police? Why are we the 
ones chat people rum to when injustice 
rears its ugly head? Last night, in what 
was a terrible waste of time if anyone 
wacched, President Obama pointed out 
that "America has played a unique role 
as an anchor 
Don't be fooled fol.ks, this isn't a short 
little interlude into Libya but racher a 
new adventure with no exit strategy! 
Sure, on the surface, helping out che 
oppressed people of Libya looks simple, 
but what do we do once they reach 
Tripoli and the gates of Gaddafi's pal-
ace? Furthermore, who are these people 
that we are aiding and what makes us 
so certain they will be an improvement 
over Gaddafi? The al-Qaeda cell in 
Libya, which is against Gaddafi, is sure 
co appreciate our aid as well. I'm glad co 
see we can help ouc whenever we can. 
The point of my cynicism is that we 
have a loc of unanswered questions on 
our hands. We are entering a situation 
that we know 
of global 
security" and 
echoes che 
same ideas 
chat Winston 
Churchill 
once stated 
while he 
toured U.S. 
universities 
followillg 
Woild War u. 
" ... why are we the ones that peopk turn to 
when injustice rears its ugly head. " 
very little about, 
and if we do 
have a game 
plan, then the 
Obama admin-
istration has a 
~~er face. 
~ow~~ 
how long chis ' 
Remember the British, they were jerks 
righc? They colonized half rhe world 
and were a military force that stood 
unmatched for years, and then after 
World War II, they gave us the Beatles 
and then Princess Diana. 
1be British, as Winston Churchill 
knew, were the stabilizing force in the 
world, and by the time World War Il 
ended, they were incapable of continu-
ing such a role. So now we inherited 
the role as defenders of the globe; it's a 
thankless job that sucks and we want 
someone else co take the job. Unfor-
tunately, the United Nations is just as 
unwilling to actually play the lead role 
in world affairs as we are. 
So here we are, defending people who 
have lost everything in a battle for a b~t­
ter tomorrow for their children but who 
serve no purpose to our future . 
ANDY PLOCICA 
Herald Contributor 
will last, or what 
sort of Libya 
.,.i\l,.e11az1gc-
f~'fu the smoke of our taxpayer sup-
plied Tomahawks? 
Good news though: we hay_e.intema-
tional suppoR! Wfiich is something we 
did-riot have in Iraq; but of course let's 
see how NATO will fare at the helm of 
chis adventure. 
In .summary, I have no idea what 
son of trouble this could be. I will be 
thrilled if this ordeal is over in two 
months and ends with a Libyan de-
mocracy that loves the United Scates, 
but the odds of that is like successfully 
trying to navigate an asteroid field. All 
we can do is watch the situation and 
be thankful that we elected a thought-
ful Commander-in-Chief that does not 
start wars without asking Congress like 
the last one. Good luck and God bless. 
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BIRTH CONTROL FACTS: 
Mixing medications can result in pregnancy 
Herald Reporter 
You were supposed to get 
your period seven days ago. 
You and your best friend drive 
down Metacom Avenue and 
walk into CVS. With a knot 
in your stomach, you head 
towards the family planning 
aisle and stare at the pregnancy 
tests. There are so many op-
tions that you are hesitant as 
to which one will be the most 
accurare. You finally make your 
selection and head up to the 
register hoping that you do not 
run into anyone.you know. 
With everything going on in 
life it is hard to remember to 
take a pill everyday at the same 
time, but if you forget to take it 
for even one day you must use 
back up protection. Not taking 
your pill on time for even one 
day can cause your pill to be 
less effective. If you forget to 
take your pill twice, then you 
need to use back-up protection 
in addition to your pill. 
If you have trouble remem-
bering, try $etting an alarm on 
your phone to ensure that you 
to take your piU at the same 
time everyday. If you struggle 
tively. 
Since it is winter in New Eng-
land, it is hard not to get sick, 
and antibiotics are prevalent 
when fighting a number of 
these sicknesses. What many 
women are not aware of is that 
mixing certain medications 
with birth control can reduce 
the birth coqtrol's effectiveness · 
at p reventing pregnancy. Com-
mon antibiotics such as arnoxi-
cillin, penicillin, and ampicillin 
can cause birth control to stop 
preventing against pregnancy. 
Some antibiotics, like thes.e 
previously stated, break down 
Back in your dorm 
you enter the bath- · 
room and take the test. 
After waiting for the 
longest two minutes 
of your life you look 
What many women are not aware of is that 
mixing certain medications with birth control 
can reduce the birth control's effectiveness 
regarding pregnancy. 
estrogens in the body, 
which can reduce the 
effectiveness of birth 
control. 
If you are just starting 
to take contraceptives, 
down and see"+." 
Your heart stops. The room. 
starts spinning. All you can 
think is, "but I'm on the pill." 
According to WomensHealth. 
com, fifty-three percent of 
unplanned pregnancies occur 
with women who are on the 
pill. Many young women are 
not taking their birth control 
correctly and are unaware that 
they could become. pregnant. 
11 
---
--]......., .... 
-
with this, go onto bedsider. 
com. This is a website that 
will send you a fun face in text 
form, usually about sexual 
things, every day at the same 
time. All you have to do is give 
the site your phone number 
and the time of day rhat you 
would like to receiv~ your text, 
and you are signed up. This is 
a free and fun way_t;p keep on 
top of taking"your pill effec-
.. 
--............. 
-
talk.to your doctor 
about how to correctly take 
your pill, and if you are alteady 
on the pill make sure that you 
are taking it at the same time 
everyday so that it will work 
effectively. Follow the advice 
in this article and be thankful 
when you do not have to rush 
to the family plan.ning aisle at 
the end of the month. 
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ITF el t~e week 
MARK FUScol Photo Editor 
It has been an off week in the 
world of Mark Fusco. 
There are few things I enjoy 
more than a sunny day of ski-
ing, and last weekend my wish 
was granted. Mer conning my 
roommate JeremyKing, and 
my friend Chris Kelusak, into 
braving a 6 a.m. road trip, we 
loaded Jeremy's Hyundai Elan-
tra and headed for Wachusett 
Mountain in Princeton, Mass. 
early Saturday morning. 
The conditions were ideal for 
a day of spring skiing, and the 
erowds were nowhere to be 
seen: simply perfect. 
Then at about midday, my 
grace got the better of me. 
Although I am not much of 
a park skier, being on the east 
coast, I have taught myself a 
few tricks to help quench my 
small mountain boredom in 
between powder trips out west. 
This is normally the cool part 
of the story where I try to blow 
your mind, but honestly I don't 
remember much. One mo-
ment there was a tail grab, and 
the next my two buddies were 
standing over me as I lay flat in 
the snow. Co.ncussion achieved. 
As a result of my Saturday 
morning fun I have spent all 
of this week existing in a world 
of befuddlement, cllinking to 
myself "WTF, is going on." 
Despite.my week ofWTF 
momen ts, though, there is a 
silver lining. 
While sitting in the Hawk's 
Nest in a daze, trying desper-
ately to remember what I was 
~UJ>posed to be doing with my-
self, one of the ladies that staffs 
the smoothie station came over. 
"We made an ·extra smoothie 
by accident," she said. "I was .,,, 
wondering if you would like 
it." I mustered what brain-
power I had and thanked her. I 
spent to rest of the day slurping 
happily. 
Although all the WfF mo-
ments I have come across this · 
week have been entirely due to 
my infinite elegance skiing last 
Saturday, lam still roaming 
this campus thinking to myself 
"WTF was I doing." Yet, I can 
find solace in the kindness of 
the ladies staffing the Hawk's 
Nest. 
To these benevolent shake 
makers: thank you. 
To my skiing: Wf!'. 
rdlessti• 
Kickboxing is a great way to 
shape up, build confidence 
,,.-
JENNA MULVEY! Herald Contributor 
On this campus, you can take 
a variety of fimess classes, from 
Zumba to spin. A couple of 
weeks ago, my roommate :tnd I _ 
found ourselves at a kick.boxing 
class for the first time. Right 
away, we knew that it was 
something we would continue 
to do throughout the year, 
since it was a great workout, 
and was not nearly as boring as 
conventional means of exercise, 
like running on a treadmill. 
One major thing taking the . 
kickboxing class accomplished 
for me was relieving stress. As 
college scuden~, we all know 
that this is au activity usually 
at the top of our to-do lists. 
School often gets very stressful, 
whether yon are hav.ing trouble 
understanding things in class, 
or are buried in a mountain of 
homework. 
College can also be stressful 
non-academically if you are not 
getting enough -sleep, or deal-
ing with social drama. Living 
away at school can especially be 
hard when feeling homesick. 
While in this class, you get 
may find yourself getting Jost 
in the loud music and fast pace 
of the exercise. This class could 
especialty be helpful if you had 
pent -up anger you needed to 
get out, because you can blow 
off the steam while you're kick-
ing ~d punching. 
Unlike other exercising 
CP.Pr:es, you ·can apply some 
of the exercise movemen ts to 
real life self-defense scenarios. 
Students can are sometimes ~ 
confronted by sttangers, and at 
parties, situations sometimes 
become unsafe. Roger Williams 
University does have a safe 
campus and safe surroundings, 1:.... 
but it is always good to know 
self-defense. 
Though you do not learn 
explicitly abour how co defend 
yourself in this class, you do 
work on different kicks and 
punches over and over again, 
building strength and muscle ~ 
memory. Learning self-defense 
can help people, eSpecially 
some women, feel safer and 
more confident. 
Getting a good workout can ...--
also boost your self-esteem. It 
has been said that if you feel 
good about your appearance, 
you will feel better about your-
self and appear more confident 
and approachable. Kickboxing 
is a great exercise that works a .~ 
series of m uscles and really tires 
you out. Going to a kickbox-
ing class could definitely help 
you get in shape, because you 
are exercising multiple parts of 
your body. "'· 
--
-
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SUNDAY PUZZLER 
ACROSS 120 faraeli airline (2 wds.) 49 Sword 
1 Suppon 121 Shelter 50 Came co be 
6 Perceive 122 Small piece 52 Singing voice 
10 Coarse file 124 Pull 54 ScatistiCal diagram 
14 Jack in a nursery 126 Fragrant ointment 56 Western Indian 
rhyme 128 Cunning 57 -and dined 
19 Standoffish one 129 Makes nealchy again 58 Tolstoy and others 
20 Encouraged (with _.-· __ 131 Nasty _ ~-~- 60 __ Musical Jl?ir 
"on") 133 Sing like a mountain 63 ~b:~~~d 22 Permit eer 65 
24 Excuse 135 Lapse 67 Shore time 
25 In the company of 139 Monctkh award 69 Cal. abbr. 
26 Watts or Campbell 141 Funnel-s aped flower 70 Introduce (2 wds.) 
27 Act badly 145 - avis 71 Brilliance 
28 'Ra7.C 146 Day of the movies 74 Rubbish 
29 Low fellows 148 Reverie 76 Looking sad 
30 Hum 150 Pain 78 Body joinc 
32 Incantation 151 Having wings 81 City in Germany 
34 Valley 153 Kind of watchman 83 Tale 
35 The patella 155 -seal 85 Bone (r.refix) 
39 Engage in a debate 157 Make more animated 87 Muscu ar guy (hyph.) 
41 Snarled 158 Carried 89 ~reeable 
43 Pare of RFD 159 Arab VIP 91 " ukla, Fran and-" 
45 Pathetic 160 Homeless animal 92 Debby or Daniel 
47 Conical tent 161 Catch 93 Transmitted 
48 Happy- - clam 162 Destroy by degrees 94 Filled to the gills 
51 Tiny 163 Sakrflrace 96 Oklahoma city 
,. 53 First (abbr.) 164 Je l's alter ego 98 Record 
55 Traveling salesman. for 165 Shoulder muscles, for 99 Bad habits 
short short JOO Of the kidneys 
56 Hooting creature 101 Tumble 
59 Punch or place DOWN 103 Perjuring ones 
61 Terrible 1 "- Swan" 105 Inane 
l 62 Gumbo ingredient 2 Kind of candle 107 De~end 
64 Movie dog 3 Battery terminal 109 Bio ogical group 
66 Concerning 4 Burner for incense 111 Chimd's cousin 
68 Pemd • 5 Work unit 113 Note fabulist 
70 Wor in a request 6 Chicken 116 Sensational 
72 Souch American plain 7 Mild oarh l 19 Miami- - county 
73 Wasteland 8 'VC'herc Greeks assem 123 Scat! 
75 Moo I ah bled 125 Encircle 
77 "Sugar and - ... " 9 Contrition 126 Under 
79 Gers older 10 "Norma-" 127 Made the acquain-
80 Hit the hay 11 Gifts for the poor ranee.of 
82 Pass along 12 In dine 129 Boxed 
84 Sacred 13 Powerful 130 Seafood item 
·86 Ready money 14 -soda 132 Is bold enough 
88 -B.Anrhony 15 Promise solemnly 134 Of wolves 
90 Seizes 16 Competitor 135 tfceechify 
91 Worries constantly 17 White poplar 136 eroic cour~e 
95 Earn 18 Like some floors 137 One of the uses 
97 Sway before falling 21 Wild do~ of Australia 138 Zoo denizen ' 
101 Ice mass ar sea 23 . Confuse jumble 140 Dally 
102 Of blood 31 Franc's replacement 142 Of wan.hips 
104 Ear bone 33 Garmenc pan 143 Sluggbh 
106 Maker of doth 36 Summa - laude 144 Actress Moorchl!ad 
108 "- came a spider ... " 37 Dry 147 NY stadium 
110 Counter 38 Fear 149 Old honey drink 
112 Essayists pen name 40 Flynn of old movies 152 Dutch commune 
114 Think 42 Place near India 154 Endeavor 
115 Supponing beam 44 Enc iced 156 Tim 
117 ~proach 46 ci of sur!bise 157 Drug letters 
118 efi.icle on runners 48 Sc ool (ao r.) 
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SUDOKU High Fives 
3 8 5 3 1 4 
7 1 9 6 7 2 3 9 
--
- -
--
-
-
·-
~ 
5 6 18 3 2 6 
7 5 2 1 7 5 4 
4 6 7 9 2 1 I 5 
9 4 2 7 5 19 1 8 
, 8 1 5 6 2 3 6 I 12 7 8 
9 5 . 6 31 9 
5 3 21 4 2 I 1 8 I 4 1 
3 8 7 2 1 
5 2 9 I 
8 5 9 1 6 
3 9 8 1 3 I 12 1 9 
1 • 7 I 4 . 7 2 8 ! I 4 , I . ; 
5 3 9 6 1 3 1 I 6 
1a :7 3 2 5 4 3 2 9 7 
- - - -
4 1 I 6 5 
1 ! 5 1 3 1 I . 2 8 7 3 
9 4 6 3 9 : 1 8 
6 2 I. I 5 7 1 9 2 3 4 7 9 5 
1 7 16 2 8 6 5 i 17 
HOW TO PLAY: Sudoku High Fives consists of five regular Sudoku grids, 
sharing one set of 3-by-3 boxes. Each row, column and set of 3-by-3 boxes 
must contain the numbers 1 through 9 without repetition. The numbers in 
any shared set of 3-by-3 boxes apply to each of the individual Sudokus. 
:aasu a as w R p: 
3/31/11 ~ by Bill Biggar ord Tom Gauer 
Find the word held in common by the three words in each puzzle. 
The three solution words wlll form a fourth puzzle. The numbers 
indicate each answer's length, and the + tells you its position. 
Example: The solution 10 +flower, Wailing+ and Berlin+ Is WaH. 
+dictator 
+action 
+operation 
~ t~ t;d I 
news+ 
Pelican+ 
• 
' 
- -
• -· ~ .2 1 
+gesture 
+dinner 
+weekend • 
FINAL ANSWER • 
+ 
\f"ZMEll_Z (J.Ob J.0 BOJ.J.OWI: Wl f l l.VllA' BlllH' llOWV .. UC' EMCOOIUEll 
ASTRO-GRAPH 
By Bernice Bede Osol 
.., 
~ 
~ 
® 
ARI.ES (MARCH 21-APRLL 19) - If you·rc alerr, it\ a good rime ro fatten your wal-
let. However, most opporruniries ro do <O are apt ro come in a number of unique 
guises, which won't readily be obvious. 
• ~y. 
TAURUS (APRll 20-M.u· 20) - Be am:nrive, because some great information could 
come your way that would enhance your faith and serve to strc:ngthcn you for 
Jays. 
GFMINI (Mn- 21-Jt"St. 20) -1:'.verything will work our grc:i1 if you .ue hopeful. 
fk-xible and expecrant, and don't get in your own way . .Make sure you give your 
affairs half a chance ro work our.' 
CANCER Ut:NF 21-Jirtl' 22) -Thcrc"s no need robe indecisive or doubtful ahout 
anything important. Your judgment h likely to be quire keen, even when you hdve 
to make a hascy choice under pressure. 
LEO Qt;1.r 23-Auc;. 22) - You"ll reach ohjecrives that others think impossible, if 
you are strongly motivared. Work on something thar stimulates your juices. 
VtRGO (An .. 23-S~rT. 22) - Try co keep a flexible ,chedula that permits you to 
do something different if you choose . .Spur-of-the-moment dcvelopm<'ntS are ap·t 
to be the most fun and/or satisfying for you. 
LIBRA (StJ•T. 23-0cl. 23) - An opporruniry ro do something exciting might 
come about through. of all people, your in-laws or a rdarive. It could tum our ro 
be for more ~ignificam than early indicators suggest 
SCORPIO (Ocr. 24-Nov. 22) - '!he [>Q~ibilicies to advance. one of your sped1I 
mieresrs could he m.1gnified wirh rhe aJdicion of a 'trong ally coming on board. 
Don't hc~ir;tte ro accept, because rherc is srre·ngd1 in union. 
SAGITL\.RIUS (Nov. 23-DK. 21)-Asluggish folJncial lO\"Olvement rim youvc 
b ... cn nursing is finally likely ro take a po~irive rum. Matters 1har were looking like 
li:tbiliri.:s will srm·to ,ic!d profits. ' 
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-j..t,:-w. 19) - Your propensity for doi1ig things v.;rh stylC' 
and flourish will be c:memely appealing ro friends and family. Whar you do 
today will be rc:membcred. and imiqirt-d by othm. 
AQUARIUS (J/\N. 20-Fi R. 19) - Your mnng hunch<-s and inmicive pcr<;l"puom 
should not be ignored, es~cially if they .ire of a posiriv.: b.:m. Act on them as soon 
a.'\ you can . 
Prsa:s (h11. 20-MAR<.H 20) - Someone you meet for cljc firsc time will be fuvor-
ahly imprc"cJ and take a shine 10 you. Do e-.·erphing you can to take advancJge 
of rhi> and wlrh'atc the relanonship. 
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Men's Track and Field 
Coach Sean Livingston: "We 
lose one of our assistant coaches 
right before the season started, 
so a big group had to kind of 
find their way chrough these 
early season workouts. Jamie 
Goodwick, a multi-event ath-
lete who won the TCCC title 
in the decachlon, is also abroad 
chis semester. Thanks to the help 
of Captains Donovan Currier, 
Brian Ki, and Dan Rathbun, 
we were able to keep everyone 
and everything together as best 
we could. A new coach, Tamera 
Thomas, was hired. She was 
a Division I scholarship ath-
lete who earned All-American 
Honors in Track.. She'll really 
help the group she is coaching 
gee better, so I'm excited about 
that. Aside from trying to keep 
everyone healthy, we are ready 
to get chis season going!" 
Newcomers: "Javelin thrower 
Jon Pornelos has a ton of poten-
tial and could really impress this 
season. Multi-event athlete Luis 
Garcia, who is known for his 
versatility, could have a stroni 
season as well in the decathlon. 
Athlete to watch: Evan Jones 
The junior All-New England se-
lection in the triple jump, will 
look to improve on his school 
record leap of 45-feet, 3-inches 
from last season. In addition 
to capturing the TCCC cham-
pionship in that event, Jones 
also won the conference crown 
in the long jump with a leap of 
20-feet, 3-inches. 
First-year Jon Porne/,os has shown potential in his young career, setting the school record 
, in the javelin and qualifying/or the New Engalnd Championship. 
.--. ~--- --
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The Hawks /,ook to fare well again this season. 
Men's Tennis 
Coach Neil Caniga: "This sea-
son, our number-one goal is to 
win the conference. We went 
undefeated in the regular sea-
son in 2010, but lost a close 5-4 
match in the conference cham-
pionship. I am excited to see 
how our team responds towards 
that loss and how we prepare 
ourselves to get ready co make 
a run at the 2011 conference 
title." 
Newcomers: 
"We have added to new players 
to our roster, including fresh-
man Taylor Webster and sopho-
more John Chandler. Both have 
already made big conuibutions 
to our team both in the fall and 
during our [spring break] trip 
to Arizona." 
Athlete to watch: Dan Kleitz 
A senior, Kleitz is part of the 
first doubles tandem with Kevin 
Erikson. Last year, in addition 
to compiling a 2-1 record at 
doubles with his partner, Kleitz 
played at third singles. He's also 
a two-time TCCC Honorable 
Mention selection, proving his 
dedication to the game. Coach 
Caniga says that he has put in 
a lot of extra conditioning on 
court in practice, and is curious 
to see whether the extra work 
will have a positive impact om 
his play. lfKJeitz's past is any in-
dication, those extra sprints just 
might be the impecus the team 
needs to get over the ledger and 
win the TCCC tide. 
Women' s--lFa-e·k 
and Field 
Coach Sean Livingston: "We 
have had about five weeks of 
training now and everyone is 
getting anxious for our first 
meet, which is up at Northeast-
ern. They have battled through 
some tough weather, but the 
core group has hung in there 
and I'm hoping with some 
warmer weather that all their 
hard work starts paying off." 
Mid-distance runner and RWU 
Cross Country athlete Annie 
Cassidy could break the school 
record in the 400 meters. She 
will also be a pan of a poten-
tially fast 4x800 relay. Kristen 
St. Pierre, also a member of the 
Cross Coumry team, could run 
a really good 5 K on the track.." 
Soccer Rivalries: What's boring to 
America is dramatic to the world 
Newcomers: "Hurdler Megan 
Breault had a lor of success in 
high school and I think she'll 
have a great shot at qualify-
ing for both the NE & ECAC 
Championships. Sprinter Han-
nah Noel, who also plays soc-
cer at RWU, looks to be some-
one that can run the 200, 400, 
4x 100 rday, and 4x400 relay. 
She's quick and will be an im-
portanr asset for those relays. 
Athlete to watch: Liliana Rut-
ter The reigning TCCC cham-
pion in cross-country, will look 
to recapture her successes from 
last fall on che quarter-mile 
oval. Ruder qualified for both 
the New England and ECAC 
Championships in the lOK last 
year, setting a school record in 
the process. Livingston said he 
sees her threatening co break 
the school record in the 5K this 
year. 
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Freshman Courtney Anderson has already turned heads in the 
heptath/,on, qualifying for the New England Championship. 
HENRY LOUCiHLIN I Sports Editor 
Being a sports fan in New 
England, I have been fortunate 
to wicness many grudge match-
es. In basketball, it's the Celtics 
versus the Lakers. In football, 
the Patriocs and the Jets. And 
who could forget Red Sox v. 
Yankees? 
Indeed, as someone who en-
joys spores, I find the Northeast 
to be a great place co live. 
However, there is one type of 
sporting rivalry that most Amer-
icans underestimate: soccer ri-
valries. These games are subject 
to levels of pride, intensicy, and 
animosity unseen in our coun-
try. 1hey are only played twice 
per season, as each of the two 
teams hoses one game. They are 
in a class of their own. Today, 
I'm going to examine two no-
table rivalries: Barcelona against 
Real Madrid and Liverpool ver-
sus Manchester United. 
First, lee's look at the Spanish 
matchup. The two most suc-
cessful clubs in Spain in terms 
of trophies won, Barcelona and 
"Real (pronounced Ray-al) 
have won 139 trophies between 
them; Real Madrid with 72, 
five more than "Barca." Many 
notable players have appeared 
for these sides; Barcelona has 
featured Johan Cruyff, Diego 
Maradona, Gary Lineker, and 
more recently, Lionel Messi, 
while the men from Spain's 
capitol have showcased Raul, 
Zinedine Zidane, David Beck-
ham, and Cristiano Ronaldo. 
Their stadiums, Real's dubbed 
the Bernabeu and Barcelona's 
known as Camp Nou, are two 
of the largest sporting venues in 
the world. Even neutrals can't 
like both Barca and Real the 
same amount; it's either one 
or the other (I personally ff1.vor"r 
Barcelona.) This season, Barca 
extended their winning streak 
over their Madrid rivals to five, 
with a 5-0 home shellacking of 
Real. Madrid will be seeking re-
venge, as -they host their great-
You think 'Yankees 
suck!' is a vile thing 
to say? Ple-ase! Soccer 
supporters have 
negative chants 
about virtually every 
opposition player. 
est rivals on April 17. Regard-
less of the outcome, one can be 
assured that it will be a cracking 
contest. 
Eight hundred miles north of 
the Spanish border, we find Old 
Trafford and Anfield. Home 
of United and Liverpool, re-
spectively, these stadiums lie 
just 35-miles apart. They, like 
the aforementioned Spanish 
sides, are the two most success-
ful teams in their country, each 
having won 58 uophies. Both 
sets of fans hate each other to 
the point that the game is usu- """ 
ally played midday to lessen 
drinking and fighting problems. 
You think "Yankees suck!" is a 
vile thing to say~ Please! These 
supporters have negative chants 
about virtually every oppositiol\, 
player, many of which contain 
expletives. The passion isn't 
just limited to the sidelines; 
both sides feature a number 
of "home-grown" players who 
realize the significance of the..: 
matchup, like Liverpt>ol's Ste-
ven Gerrard and United's Paul 
Scholes. In addition, this fixture 
produces more disciplinary is-
sues cl1an any ocl1er in England. 
And though the men.from Old 
Trafford beat their A.llfield rivals 
at home 3-2 earlier chis season~ 
thanks to Dimitar Berbatov's 
three goals, Liverpool defeated 
United on March 6th by a score 
of 3-1, as striker Dirk Kuyt 
emulated Berbarov in scorin~ 
a "hat-trick." Indeed, sparks fly 
when these two teams meet. 
I'm not saying that we as 
Americans have bad sporting 
rivalries. I watch Sox-Yankees 
games like many others, taking 
pride when my beloved Sox pui 
one over the Bronx Bombers. 
However, the next time some-
one tells you that American ath-
letic rivalries are the pinnacle of 
animosity, I urge you to watch 
a match for yourself Your per-
spective will change. 
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Sprin1 sports preview 
Who to watch as teams gear up for new season 
Articles by 
HENRY LOUGHLIN I Sports Editor 
Baseball 
Coach Derek Carlson: 
"I think we have the talent to 
compete every day. Every game 
will be created the same way; we 
will look to our next game the 
same way as every other. The 
biggest game is the one we play 
that day. I am excited about our 
senior leadership and depth. I 
think we have multiple guys at 
each position that will compete 
for time." 
Sarah Grill is known as a leader by teammates and opponents alike. 
Newcomers: "We have 14 
freshmen. They all have ability 
and many of them will play key 
roles as the season unfolds. I ex-
pect that they will make great 
contributions to their team." 
Athlete to watch: Sam Podbel-
ski. Serving as a team captain 
with Zach Porter and Mark 
Malcom, this junior right-
handed pitcher will look to 
keep the good times rolling on 
the mound. As a freshman, he 
had an ERA of 4.46 in eight 
games; as a sophomore, his ERA 
improved to 3.60 in the same 
number of starts. To start this 
season, he played six innings in 
a 5-4 win over Babson, allow-
ing just two runs while strik-
ing out four batters. He will be 
called upon to lead the Hawks, 
who were ranked seventh in the 
TCCC preseason poll. · 
Softball 
Coach Joyce Maudie: 
"We have a very tough pre-
conferencc schedule that we 
played in Kissimmee, FL vs. 
opponents who are ranked in 
the top 50 such as Farming-
dale Stace, Catholic University 
and Montclair. A couple non 
conference opponents include, 
12th ranked Coast Guard 
Academy and Rhode Island 
College. I expect the cough 
pre-conference schedule to help 
us gain valuable playing experi-
ence and prepare us for TCCC 
play. My biggest concern is our 
depth, with only 13 people on 
the roster, we have to overcome 
a thin roster and get the most 
we can out of every member of 
our team. 
Newcomers: "We only have 
cwo freshmen - Rachel Ehrlich 
and Katie Costa. However, 
both will see playing time 
and will have opponuniti~ to 
conuibute. " 
Athlete to watch: Sarah Grill 
The lone senior on the squad, 
Grill, an outfielder, had the 
third-highest batting average 
on her ·ream last year, amass-
... Men's Lacrosse 
Coach Marty Kelly: "I am ex-
cited about our overall team dy-
namic and we have exceptional 
,_.~eniors and leadership, some 
terrific depth and youth. Of 
course, there are always inju-
ries co worry about; but, knock 
on wood, we have been mostly 
healthy. I feel with our talent 
~nd depth, a lot of games will be 
dictated by how we play rather, 
than che suength of our oppo-
nents. 
,, 
Newcomers: "We have some 
strong new freshman that are 
making some contributions al-
""*eady. With the number of se-
niors we have, some will not be 
getting as much opportunity as 
they had hoped for, but their 
time will come and I feel they 
"Will do well. A few transfers 
have certainly provided some 
more depth and will be big con-
tributors as well this year and in 
the future." 
Player to watch: Drew Smith 
:.The lynchpin of the Hawks' at-
rack, Smith, an All-TCCC se-
lection last year, will be looked 
to replicate his scoring form 
that saw him notch a team-
high 43 goals. In addition to 
his scoring exploits, Smith set 
up a further 11 goals and gath-
ered 33 ground balls. This year, 
Smith already has a ream-high 
20 goals. With the kind of 
form currently displayed by the 
RWU senior, no opponent will 
be looking forward to facing 
him or his teammates. 
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Ian Powers's presence will 
certainly unsettle even the 
stingi.est of defenses. 
ing an average of .310 over 37 
games. Coach Maudie calls 
Grill a "great leader for this 
team having worked really hard 
in rhe off-season." In showing 
great leadership, dedication 
and sportsmanship, Grill won 
RWU's 2010 Sharon Castelli 
Award - given to one male and 
one female athlece. She will be 
looked upon to lead the Hawks 
to great heights this season. If 
her past is any indication, Grill 
will certainly produce some 
memorable performances this 
season. P.j. Gouthro has proven himself an 
important part of the Hawks' bullpen. 
Danica Delia is a valuable member of the Lady Hawks' attack. 
Women's Lacrosse 
Coach Mary Jane Milner: "I 
have high expectations for my 
team this year. For the past 
three seasons, the Lady Hawks 
have made it to the Conference 
Championship game, buc have 
just come up short each time. I 
feel that with the right amount 
of hard work and determination 
this might be the year for us to 
break that glass ceiling. I can 
only ask that my team works 
hard, plays hard, and leaves ev-
erything they have out on that 
field. « 
Newcomers: "We have an ex-
uemely young but very athleci-
cally gifred team. Our roster 
this year includes nine fresh-
men. We are definitely look-
ing forward co getting outside 
to play and can'c wait to gee our 
games underway." 
Athlete to watch: Nicole Pa-
pasergiou A senior captain and 
Division ll1 All-Region selec-
tion in 2010, Papasergiou will 
look to lead a defense that was 
fifth in the nation lase year, al-
lowing 7 .16 goals per game. In 
18 games, Papasergiou caused 
12 turnovers and scooped up 
35 grounds balls. 
